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Budget Impact
'F"..•.. . . . . '. ~... .•. lscalUneas~Breeds Fears of Layoi
"
CUNY'scen
ing so the.Umve, :>l"J YYau __ ._
a lot of money from the "over-
inflated salaries of 'adminis-
trators." states a source.
The collective bargaining.
contractsfor CUNYandSUNY
differ in that CUNY's faculty
contracts include both.the two
and four year schools, while
SUNY schools have a variety
ofcontracts for theirs said Dr.
Joel Douglas, professorofPub-
Ii inistration and Diree-
.of the National Center for
Study ,of Collective Bar-
.ning in Higher Education
dt rofMmo~,~~~ng
and senior CUNY
Ools won't solve the labor
relation problems."
Since its creation in 1847
Admissions.
The three candidates who.
received~w titles and sala-
ries were women who have
worked at Baruch for over five
years as higher education as-
sistants. They. were Brenda
Maller, Christine Sounders
and Penelope Terry.
Maller moves from tran-
script evaluator to assistant
director for transfer students.
Souders, transfersfrom admis-
sions counsellor to assistant
director of admissions for re-
cruitment.Terry'stitlechallges
from assistant director to as-
sociate directorofundergradu-
.............._.. ate admissions. -rheir sala- '
ries range from $28,63C to
$46,176 and can reach as Irlgh




'l't¥ " Leibert,·direetor ofpersonnel.
~~:\§~ . The idea of the prOm~tioris
.. '.... Came around 18 months. ago
because the associate director
ofUndSrgrBduateAdmi~ons
resigned, which gave the staff
an .opportunity to reorganize
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being implemented next year,
stafffrom the Undergraduate
Admissions Office have re-
ceived salary and title promo-
tions.
"Three people within the
'undergraduate admissions
staffwererecommendedforthe
title and salary increases over
a year ago. Butitwas not until
thefall semester thattheywere
approved because the process
did take a while due tothe
budget .crisis and recession,'
said John Fisher, director of
the office of Undergraduate .
.' ,...... '".'.., ....
- r-'" .-- --~.
this increase going directly to
the center. In order for the
referendum to appear on the
May ~ student election ballot,
Conti.mud on page 2
00approximately30.·Althoug~
tbe facility is there, the funds
may notbe. Realization ofthis
plan will depend on the bud-
get," Bick-Duggan stressed.
Bick-Duggan estimated that
to operate at full capacity it
will cost at least $250,000.
Currently, $100,000 comes
from thestateandBaruchmust
raise' matching funds 'of 1/3
from the' college budget. The, .
Day Session StucM!nt Govern-
ment gives $3,000, and parent
fees are $8 per child per day.
But this is still not enough.
Vocational two-year colleges
are eligible for funds from the
City and the Agency for Child
Development. As a-senior col-
lege, Baruch is not entitled to
such fuildingaIld must seek
money elsewhere.
The Student ParentAssocia-
tion is looking to paSs a refer-
endum to raise 'student activ-
ity fees from $50· to $55, with
Child Care Center Faces Cutbacks
, '
Students Circulate Petition/or Funding
By Sue-Peng Chua
As budget plans are being
drawn, no one is being spared.
Crunches are being felt from
the administrative level down
to our yo~ngestBaruch family
members - those in the Ross-
Schoenberger Early Learning
Center, Baruch's childcare fa-
cility.
During the negotiation of
renewing the 18th St.building
lease, the landlord, Morty Sil-
ver, donated .space located in
104E.l9th St. for the use ofthe
child care center. "The land-




We would neverbe able to put
up that lump sum," revealed
DebbieBick-Duggan,associate
director ofstude'nt life.
<;»: This spacewill allow thechild
care center to expand from its
presentcapacityofSixchildren
-;
By Farah Gehy. Due to Governer Mario demic counselors has dropped
CUOIIlO'S proposed budget cuts 14.4percent, an averageofone
in education of $74.2 million, counselor per 1,262 students.
the City University of New • Funds spenton purchasing
York faces many drastic cuts. instructional equipment have
In response to these cuts, the decreased by 35 percent.
Universityis alreadyplanning In these hard economic times
to increase tuition by $500. In m . titutions are feeling
addition, college staffand ser- the h. "Ifthe same levels
vices will probably also be cut. of occur next year, some
The $500propcsed increase s (community colleges)
on tuition still won't meet the closed," said Johnson.
$45 million gap in .the CUNY er states, "Hopefully
budget so administrators are Legislature will Pllt more
looking to eliminate less than Dey [in the 'Univer-
important utilities. "Wehave "I~them
been working on it for over nthe in
three weeks and it's not a fun
exercise," said Samuel John- ~=i
son, vice president forstudentcient
development, regarding what S .
Baruchwill do to meet the defi- . . .- ."f].. .cit. . . .. TU~ ytng ar untl11976 students attended
The Governor's budget pro- . CUNYlsthatlnordertol the Ul)iversityfor free, paying
$812 9
'IIi e. • theburdenofthecuts.ame only activity and lab fees In
poses . ml on lor semor .. f SU... . •
011
. d b $38 5 .1'1' oS 0 NY and semor C 1976 after a fiscal crisis that
c eges, own y . rm Ion 0 h "1 hId k 1 .. d to thi . State . .c:: SC 00 S S ou ta e pace. left New York Ci.·ty near bank-compare IS ear.'· '. . . . . ~.1.
aid to CUNY would diminish . .. ._. ... .. .~ Joh~son states th:'t this ru· ruptcy, stu~ntsbegan'PaY1n~
h" ct74 ? 'lh.". .Ad· .', -. ~ SamuerJOhnson~ViCePre.eSQid"fir~t.'bei.telopati8'Rt.:"~:';;·f::c .. ,,( ..,.:: '" ~ ~~.~s .bee~. flytng. around .. $60~?e.~semesteT"IfC.uomos -
.. •••••• u .,J.!.'~-::,:",:~~ll.w.0P,: :;.c~mpp:stJ:a, '. ' .. . '.'.. .• .... ... ' ..~.' . .... S1nC~ "the late 7{)'$. cdter ,thA. , p1anlSun~~emented students
._.>•. ~ tors'axe~:~~.'~''''~·_:jt.t~n~...n:-··~:t.llm.f'~~, "'''~!Il.'1iE!5'''-"..~.. ,q~e.~ 'tze[XJl;=4:.~.:~·.. ~.· :-_. '.-';; ':.:-;:: .. - .'~~'.' .. -" - \ . , .. ",,:::, .:'....... ._-
•• .... . . .¥~~~ .. ' ~"",,"-oss~w.e...--,J.;~~~~9!SOi~~~.~_.·~~~_~~~ ...-.: ..... Witt.. J1UY... ~.per semester .
hon inrevenues to' be gener-board':-' said-Johnson, . .. :derie:Matth8~GoI&teintpOk· Tbementality i>e-flfndihis·ls···- si8rtlritneXf:fiill~~····-·· ." -
ated from the proposed tuition In addition totheU millien it oneatep.fuither~·sayiDg'we to' ~eljmjnahJ 80th Skeet,
hike. If tuition is ~ raised deficit, Baruch mayf8ce 100 were already tljntoma.rtOw.- . . .
CUNY will be operating at layoffs. JohnsonsSidtbatthe :AII of these cots will_ .. Baruch Issues Promotions
$91.2 million below this ye,ar's president'sspecialbudgetcom- .after CUNY's enrollment fig-
operating cost. mission will try not to take uresexceeded 2OO,0~ for the 'D · B dzet Cri · .
M06tCUNYschoolsareal- cuts out ofpersonnel services. ~yearina·rowinthe.fa11 . unng uc getnslS
readylookingintowaysofless- What may go are some ad- of 1991.
ening theburden. The Uriiver- juncts, temporaryservicesand The impactofreductionsover
sity is looking to cut $33.6 mil- supplies.. the past three years are:
lion from faculty and staff "They're not cutting the fat," • Undergraduate offerings
funds- or the equivalent of said one source, who chose to have declined by 2,089 classes
750 positions. remain anonymous. "We're andfull timepositions slashed,
"We're trying to protect full- down tomeatand bones. We're while enrollment has grown
time staff. Every department not doing terribly well." more than 3 Percent. .
will face a cut. We're looking At a meeting with student • The availability of aea- ..
........
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Starting your own business can be a good altemativeto
a chao~c uncertain job market. Ms. Beatryce Nivens, a
dynamic speakerand noted author and entrepreneur, will
presentpractical waysyou can go aboutstartingyourown
business. For many years Ms. Nivens wrote a career
column for "Essence" magazine and is the author' of the
books How To Choose A Career and The Black Woman's
Guide among others. She will make two presentations on
Thursday, March 26, 1992 in the Globus Lounge 17th
floor, 360 PAS. One presentation will be during Club
Hours; from 12:30 - .2:30 p.m. and .one will be in the
eveningfrom 6:00- 8:00p.m, Refreshments willbe served
at both times.
•
Wages of Women of Color I
The BaruchCo~~~Women o(Color Network will present~
a faculty panelon"Images ofWomen ofColor.- The event-
Features: .African Feminism by Pro! Tuzyline AllaD.·!
Sexism in~guageby Prot Effie P. Cochran, Women of
Color on Film by Prof Bridgett Davis and Prof. Martia
. -Goodson.. It win take place on Tuesday, March 24 from .
J 12:45-2:30 in the Administrative Center Lounge 135 E.
~a 22ndSt. All are welcome to attend.
!InterviewingSkillsWorkshop
,~ The Placement Office (PASS Office) of the School of
f Liberal Arts and Sciences will offeranInterviewingSkills
Worksh~p.M~h26~1992.at 1:00p.m, Thewor:itshop.will
be held m Room 1504, 17 Lexington Avenue (23rd St.
Building). The workshop is open to all students. Ifyou'
have any questions, call the PASS Office'(212) 387-i370.
'-~:"._----~-'--"'---'-.... ~..;.-~ _ .._~--_._-
To Elementary and Junior High School Students
They Need You
Ifyou're interested, contact Zelphia Phillips -
718-6Q¢-2055
Make a Real Difference·
BeAMentor
'Norman Falrist8in {I.).holds up the~Gold Crown Award. Whh him..Dollars & __Publ.... ·· ..
Roslyn'~sl8ln, Professor Charles RDey,tIII f8CUIty 1dvIsor, and 1992IIInagIng EdItDt ChIrIssa·Kwan. .
Dollars & $ense Wins Top Honors
In-Nationwide Competition
Baruch College Business Review Picks Up
Fourth Straight Gold Crown Award
By Prudence B. Chase the cover theme. The l04-page tion they richly deserve," com-
They did it again. For the magazine, the biggest issue in mentedlbley,whorelentlessly
fourth consecutive year, Dol-' its 13-year history, brought encourages and pushes the
lars & $ense magazine picked Dollar» & $ense its highest editors and writers to rework
up the prestigious Gold Crown score in the CSPAcritique. theirarticles toa stateofnear-
Awardasthebestundergradu- According to sources atth~ perfection in terms ofgram-
ate magazine in the country. CSPA,itwasalsothebestscore mar and style. "This is a mar-
The award, based on an In- in the competition, which vellous day for every Baruch.
tensiveevaluationofthemaga- awards three Gold Crowns, journalism student, becauseit
zinebyjudgesfrom the Colum- making Dollars & $ense the, boosts ourmomentum as a top-
bia Scholastic Press Associa- top undergraduate magazine tier business jourmafiam.rpro- . -
~~~d'::t~~:~a~~::Pi::~ n;:::';.,~~fvicrorywassweet :'~';e~:~~~:~:.:::r~ English Conversation Club .
'Angeren, editeF in-ehief.ef~e - for tbe magazine's staff and with gntA,tjoJ».'" ~~.number. of _ ,'Ellis semester fqr the. first tim~tI!eEng):ishDe~ .
1991 edition, was on- hatictat ·.theirfaeulty~aRd-·-~ki"t.•~e gra~netes~cle_---metJ.t is·s.··~.iW.J_-.p,;;,.;pt..__ .··IWt-.G.'.;GD~atZOR.···..'.. chj~.· *b.jch ..~,:,._~---~··'"--"'--~-··--·-
the Dora! Inn in midtown to Christopher Hallowell in En- wor nga magazJnes an . ~. -D . ~ . '.' . ' .. ' .: '. ."
accept the award on on March gUsh and Professor Terry ne_ spades suc;9 as Black me.:tsThursdays, 1~.2:30 p.rn. JD Room 1112«:the
19. He was joined at the eer- BeTkowitz of the art depart- Enterprise, The Wall Street Lexington Avenue Bwlding. The purpose ofthe club 15 to
emony by Ivan Cintron, the ment. .The magazine was Journal,· Market News and encourage discussion ofserious topm ofe:urrentin~st
-- - --cu-rrenteaitOr-In-chief, Man- founded by Professor Roslyn DowJones. -in American' society and to· allow' students· to. praetice
aging Editor Charissa Kwm Beumtein, who handed over The Gold Crown also in- speaking standard formal EngIiSli·· The eliili is Offered
and Faculty Advisor Charles the editorial direction to Riley creased moralefor the current with the needs of non-native students.in mind, but all
Riley of the Department. of in1991 butremains publisher.' Dollcn&$ensestaft',~hokeep students who enjoy exchanging ideas andopmions are
English. . News of the award spread the n~wsroom humming day welcome. Facu1tyandstaffwhoareinterestedininformal
-nus is big, because we beat rapicDy through Baruch. -We and mght, even on wee~ndS. contactwith studentsor simplyingOodc1iscussionarealso
out a bunch of high-powered, knew we had a winner, based as they close the 1992 Issue. . uraged b N d . .. cl...... G t D.A_....~ ». ·w enco . to stop rye 0 a vance SIgn up 18 necessary.
high-budget journalism pro- on the kind ofarti es we pre- .l.Jle rea n.,a~suon IS 1 furth·iDfl· Prof! Kath M k
grams by sheer guts andhard sented and the Impaet of the cover theme. With articles on For er ormation, contact, essor Y ee s
work,-Angeronremarkedwith biggerfssue,butyoucannever the cable television industry in the Writing Center at (212)387-1317•.
a broad grin as he hefted the be sure untl1 the judging is in Manhattan, multicultural
plaque. Overahundredpubli- over:commentedCintron,who educati~n, New York's water
cations are in the running for also recentlywon the Business supply, ~ketingwars in the
Gold and Silver Crowns annu- Press Foundation's annual beerindustryandtheUN'snew
ally, and among the universi- award for excellence in writ- . Secretary· General, a special
ties Baruch beat out for top ing,alongwithEdwal-dAsante, sectiononwomen'sissues,and
honors were Columbia, a Dollars & $ense editor and a new department called ·All
Rutgers, theUniversity ofTen- writer and former business About,- the editors of the next
nessee and the University of editor on The Ti.cker~ issue of Dollars & $ense are
North Carolina. Angeron and -Pm so proudofour kids, who looking forward to another
his spiritedstaff, thelargestin killed theselves to put out this Gold Crown victory.
the history ofDollars & $ense, whopper issue, which is head Dollars & $ense appears on
put in seven-day weeks and anei shoulders above the com- campus the first week ofMay,
long hours, sacrificing their petition in ~rms ofjournalis~ and it will immediately be
vacations to knock out the tic skill, and are now begin- mailed to media and corporate
award-winning issue, which ning to getsomeof~herecogni- leaders nationwide.







dents sign thereferendum and
vote."
The center is currentlyoper-
ating at its full capacity, and
has a waiting list for next se-
mester Austin and Bick-
Duggan encourage any inter-
ested parents to·.see them-
"regardless ofbudget cuts."
( Be a part I
of a great
tradition
.the Student Center beginning
at 1() a.m., will feature players
from Baruch . and other
branches of the City Univer-
sity of New York.
Carl Aridas, thefonner presi-
dent of the Chess Club who
graduated l~t year, came up
with the idea for .the tourna-
ment along with former trea-
surer David Yip, who' also
graduated, said Bou-Slimam.
"Aridas wrote. a letter to the
Day Session Student Govern-
ment stating what we wanted
to do. They liked the idea and
it was passed on to Carl
Alyman, director of the stu-
dent centerand studentactivi-
ties. He gave it it's final ap-
proval."
The tournament will be bro-
ken up into two sections. The
first section's entryfee is $5.00
per Baruchstudentand$10.00
for other CUNY schools. All
women who participate in the
chess match in the first section
will get $5 offthe $10 entry fee.
The second section entry is the
grand prize section. This sec-
. tion is between $100 to-$150.
The entry fee is $20.00, but
$15 for State University and
C.UNYs.tudents.. .
The winner- in the first. sec-
tion will receive a plaque and
the winner from the second
section will receive an award
between $100- $150.
It , minus the .
cost for the prizes, will be do-
nated to the day care center,"
Bou-Slimam added.
The chess club usually has
two tournaments a year. Ac-
cording to Bou-Slimam, "This
is an opportunity to raise
money and have a competition
at tile same time."
=.:;a
....-.-.. -.- ..... - - -. -_...... - -- - - ....... - ......
siastiea1ly Said, "I' ani really
pleased thatmy kids getmuch
individualized attention in a
well rounded program, with
great ~achers. I trust the en-
tire program. In order to con-
tinue this service and allow
student parents to help them-
selves, I hope that other stu-
Chess Club Chips In
To Help Child Care
By Karen SbaffChnig
The Baruch Chess Club will
behostirigaChesstournament
on campus on Aprill 11, with
proceeds going to the Ross-
Schoenberger Early Learning
Center, according to Andrei
Bou-Slimam, the club's presi-
dent.
The competition, which will




























it is a "strong, developmental-
educational program wherethe
children are encouraged to
form attachmentswith teach-
ers and other students. Chil-
dren mustattendatleast three
hours in one day thereby al-
lowing them to follow a rou-
tine."The studentsrangefrom
3-5 years old, theypaint, build
and read. Austin fosters "con-
crete experiences, such as set-
ting the table and preparing
snacks." The children have
taken neighborhoodtrips to the
firehouse, the pet store.excur-
sions to the Central Park Zoo
arid have gone pumpkin pick-
mg.
The springsemester will most
likely include outings to the
Botanical Garden, the Bronx
-Zoo and strawberry picking.
Yazmin Garay, a student
with two children, Wesley and
David, in the program, enthu-
._.... __._. -.. _.-.- ..... _._. _ ._. __ -_-_P' .. -. __ .. _
David Grant
Edg_~Hernandez


























On behalfof the people 'au may have helped,
'. .pl~(lse .. accept: our thanks.
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J.: ·.-:}~h····l· '-do'. C···:······
~ i;f;3~j-: :,;.:' - . 1 . are
-a;~>".._..... ,...~....~, .
~~~..~~~-.~..,~~I ~~-" ..
~ ~', .C';' , ,.7tlfnat~~ Anne Austin, teacher-direc-
g~~e~.: _ ~dentSl~- tor of the program, reflected.
_ tor.. :~._' '. tion. curhis thatthisreferendumhasmuch
.c(~'-~. _ tee:fun'ds· deeperandwi4er implications.
~ or approumately $45,000 for "This is a social moral issue
as-theaw~~$eriter.and will dea1ingwith the needsofmoth-
:E·be·in.~ earl as fall . ..'0 .... ,.• _ •.,-<.....~__• Y ers and their young children.
~~~idt~~~~j~ted. Bypassing this referendum, it
TbiSlDCl'888CtmactiVlty fees would send a message to law-
rem~~'sl~k of di- makers that Baruch College
rectfu.Dc1ing for ~hild care, supports child care and send a
~hieh ~._~~ ~ty Univer'! positive statement to continue
sty ~.~.'6ave secured, funding,"
accorctilig~~t.~cePresident The U.S. is one of the last
Samuel' JohliflOh.At other industrialized countries to
CUNY campuses, the money implement government child
forr~~~tocbi1dcare care centers. 60 percent of
-. ~fi'bDi~.50l;o$5.00. Bick- studentsattendingBaruchare
Duggan defends this amount women sooner or later these
by saying that this waY,"we students will have to face a
would have an insurance plan similar situation.
and not have to have another Austin accentuated that the
referendum nextyear request- Child Care Centeris nota drop





































Pagemaker and- Microsoft Word,
The Ticker Needs·You
No Sir. I'm Afraid I Must
Inform You That Ignorance Is







Herelle claims race baiting
Continued from front page
College, thereweretwoadvan-
tages to the increase. One was
that it rewarded people who
very much deserved the pro-
motions, and secondly it saved
money for the college because
promoting people into the po-
sitionswasless eostlythanhir-
ing a new person. "Basically
the entire idea was to save
moneyall around,"saidFisher.
Baruch was not the only
CUNY scllool torender promo-
tions. "There were, in fact, at
least a few dozen people who
received salary and title in-
creases college wide," stated
Fisher. On March 10 a recep-
tion was held in the adminis-
trative center lounge foJ" these
recipients. In attendsncewere
membersofthefaculty, admin-
istrative staff and some stu-
dents.
"It figures. That is what the .
city is all about anyway- giv-
ing to those who already have
their degree even if it may
mean acutbackin ourschools,"
said one sophomore after be-
ing informed of the fact that
the money for the promotions
came from Baruch's budget.
Nell Gonzalez, ajunior, said,
"CUNY was bound to take a
cut back in teachers and
money, so I guess the chiefcity
officials are doing what they







ating senior, joined the USA~
party last year and presently :8
,serves on upper council *He's
someone who has actually ac-
complished things,- she .said,
pointing to Herelle's work in
securing Pell Advances, ex-
By Rafael A. Olmeda Three current USA party tending library hours last se-
A new campus political party members have reportedly de- mester, and getting tutrorial
is being formed to challenge fectedto join WeiSenh~s support from the administra-
the United Students for. ~- .ticket. Sherley Pierre's name , tion.
tion, the party' that has domi- has been brought up aStbe' , -I was very surprised to.see
nated thepaySessionStudent vice presidential candidate for the party split," she added.
Government since 1985. ABC. Pierre is the chairper- Layne said the USA party has
The new party, Allied Baruch son ofDSSG Council. Jennifer always reflected a diversity of
Community, is rallyingbehind Robinson, executive secretary, ·opinions and·that every mem-
CharlesWeisenhart, president will be running -for treasurer her was. heard and respected.
of the Accounting Society, as with Weisenhart. Robinsonis -USAas a party is not static,"
theircandidatetoconfrontand, the only executiveboardmem- .8. she said. "IfBaruch is cbang-
they hope,· defeat Simon ber to leave the USAparty.:cing,DSSGwillcbange,"reFd-
Herelle, the USA nominee. Luz Roc:higuezwill alsobe run- f less ofwhat party is in power.
Herelle, currently the vice ning on the ABC slate. JI Herelle said his ticket is full,
president ofthe DSSG, has al- "There were no deliberate i but at press time he had not
ready come out swinging quotas," said Weisenhart of .~ yet revealed the names oChis '
against Weisenhart's party, Herelle's "affirmative action- ~ runningmates. Thereasonfor
accusing it of running a cam-accusation. f this, he said, is thathe wanted
paignbasedon "racial divisive- Herelle accused the ABC all candidates for the nomina-
ness" and an "affirmative ac- party of trying to paint him as tion to be informed of his
tion policy." the "Caribbean students' can- choices·by him and not from
"There's no room for that," didate," which he called non- butthosehespoketo"seemed I thinkit reflects averyimma- any other source.
Herelle said. "I would hate to sense. "My partyis going tobe to favor the USA party, which tureattitude.- Shealsopointed Both presidential candidates
.think that anybody is running reflective of the ethnic diver- is fine. That's their option." out that ifHerelle were really said they hope the campaign
a sort of affirmative action sity ofthe school,"he sais, "but Herelle also took issue with dissatisfied with her perfor- doesn't take on a racial under-
policy on the DSSG." more importantly of the en- Robinson, calling her tenure mance, thenitwouldbe within current, although Weisenhart
"I don't see how this can be ergy of the student body." as executive secretary an his role as chairperson of the expects it to be an issue. "I
an issue when he's never met Weisenhartvehemently de- "underperformance" and say- USA pI:lr.ty to tell her person- don't see why," he said.
me," responded Weisenhart, niedHerelle'scomments. 'Why ing, "Contrary to what the in- ally. . . . HerelleandWeisenharthave
whosaidABCisattemptingto would lexc1ude myself from cumbent would say, the Robinsonaddedthatsheleft agreed to participate in the
form a broad multiracial eoali- such a large population of the secretary's position is veryim- theUSApartybecause she was upcoming presidential debate,
tion that is also attractmg not Baruch community?"heasked. portant." approached with the proposed which is sponsored by The
only students from non-ethnic "We're all here for the same Robinson was audibly upset ABC platform and was in Ticker and WBMB, Baruch's
clubs, but some keyUSAmem- thing- to better our educa- when toldofHerelle'sr4!ffiarks. --agreement. , radio· station (590AM). The
bers. "1 not only have people tion," He added that he has "1 take my job very seriously," One USA member who con- debate will be held during club
trom-SOCial'clu~1>utfrombusi-r,-- approachedseveralCari~-, ··sft&.saML--~atantegonism.ia_ ..tinWt.s-to. su,pportHerelle i,!-_ hours QD Apr.ilJulLr..<~MLI323., _ _. " ._,





landscapes. He remarked, "So
we do have large number of
faculty herewhoareinterested
in Asian issues andagain I see
thisgrowingandlam delighted
that we're moving in this di-
rection to acknowledge such
rich culture and rich litera-
ture, rich art and rich music. I
hope all ofyou at some pointin
your liveshave an opportunity
to welcome that into your
sphere of cultural activities.
The point is that we are a rich
culture here and' we are en-
riched by our.Asian commu-
:nity as well as our African
American eommunity and our
Hispanic community. It really
is a wonderful landscape. We
can learn from each other. It's
wonderful to see common ex-
periencesand ideas."
He concluded his speech by·
reading to the guests a Christ-
mas card that he had received
from the Asian Students
Union. It read, "Things might
get rough sometimes. Ifit ever
happens, take a look at this
card and we hope you'll feel
better. Please remember, mak-
ing Baruch better is not a one
way street. Students must put
work into it too. So don't ever
hesitate to give us a call when
you need help."
extendedcognizance toWilson
Shum as being one oftwo past
Asian president of the DSSG
and to the other past presi-
dent, Ho Sit, who had gradu-
ated as salutatorian in 1984.
Hethen~ked,~Prolip~ng
hereT' When no reply was
made he said, "He's out busy
making' money." His sense of




went on to address the profi-
ciencyofthe Asian faculty who
represent 11% ofBaruch's fac-
ulties. He gave aeknowledg-
ment to Yoshihiro Tsurumi, a
professor in the marketing de-
partment of Baruch. When
President Bush took a contin-
gent of business people to Ja-
pan in January, he was look-
ing for a distinguished scholar




mended John Brenkman and
Roslyn Bernstein,of the En-
glish department. Brenkman
for currently setting up confer-
ences on Chinese Urban writ-
ers and Bernstein for publish-
ing a very moving peace deal-
ing with China figures and
jng speech of President
Goldstein.
President· Goldstein began
.his speech by stating, "I am
absolutely delighted by this
turn out. I am usually not
surprised but I am really sur-
prised of the generosity and
the outpouring of such affec-
tions not only for this college
but for each other and I think
that isjust settingthe tone for
.) what this college is all about."
J~ a He wenton to say, "I would like
'~f:: S to start briefly to talk about
';r f studentsrepresentingthe van.
:;:E ous Asian communities that
: Co
=i:~. make up Baruch College. I
•.~ would like to talk briefly about
. S some ofour faculty and I wouldo .
f ·like to talk about some values
and principles but I promise to
do it all within five minutes.
Why? Because I see all that
food in front of me. This will
take very quickly. I want to
make sure r get some." His
sense ofhumorspurreda round
of laughter among the guests.
He proceeded his address by
discussing the achievements of
Asian students at Baruch. He
.s sua a:. • C a oz. z =... .41•..... >i¥? ...._w:_O
Herblock: Only in The Ticker
introduction from the Baruch
faculty, Parmatrna Saran.
Then greetings from Wilson
Shum, the formerDay Session
StudentGovernmentand Tho-
masTam, memberofthe board
of trustees of City University
of New York and chairman of
AAHEC, preceded the inspir-
... 5tt.J A .. J XS
• e ... _ •• _ ......
C. L.,
Cartoonists Wanted: Join The Ticker
Come to our meetingon Thursday
«




Baruch College PresidentMatthew Goldstein
By HiJJaryYoo
The Asian American Higher
Education Council and the
Asian Students Union spon-
sored a welcoming dinner for
Matthew Goldstein, Baruch
president, in the Administra-
tive building on March 11.
The event started with the
~Asian Council and Students Sponsor
~ ,.
























blend theirvictims' perception I\)
ofrealitywithfalsehood tocon-
fuse theirminds andthus their
actions; and ofCOUTSe political
science, with the actual objec-
tive of domination through
theiropponents' wealth(which
is why they are so concerned
about other nations' internal
affairs).
With these weapons andvari-
ous others unleashed, the liv-
ing Dead are now facing the
most horrifying night of their
history. Theyhavebeentrans-
formed from healthy men and
'woman into mutants who are
suffering from many diseases
that were neverknown to them
when they were alive, from
syphilis to the recently intro-
duced A.I.D.S. virus. Some of
them have been turned into
zombies, skinny as skeletons
and dirtier than subway rats,
who beg and steal for crack,
which is undoubtedly one of
the most effective poisons that
the mad scientists ever mar-
keted. The ones who were lIIfor-
tunate" enough to leave their
graves turned into blood-
thirsty vampires that suck the
blood of their own people by
exploiting them.
But, a large num.ber of the
dead youth have- undergone a
Continuedsm page 8
., .~_ i , •
system thatnever taught them
their true history, the reality
of the world, or how to build a
strongeconomicfoundation for
themselves. .
Such an army of walking
corpses can only be the prod-
uctofthemad scientists. From
the HauntedHouse, these psy-
chopaths order their laborato-
"The dead can be
seen functioning in
society in their state
of amnesia (they do





ries throughout the country to
fabricate newproducts andfor-
mulas that will enable them to
keep their rule over their dead
subjects. Amongtheneldsthat
they are engaged in are bio-
chemical warfare, which is the
manufacture of gases and dis-
eases that are specifically cre-
ated to cripple their enemies;
mass media, by which they
The Revolutionary Generation
3:
Night of the living dead ~
By Shameek Supreme.Allah
The acidrain falls frequently,
with floods and hurricanes oc-
curring in many parts of
America in this dark hour of
the night. Out of the urban
graveyards, commonly known
as theghettos, rises a nation of
fallen soldiers who perished
four centuries ago fighting for
their independence on the cot-
ton plantations. They are the
living dead, a people whohave
lost the ability to think for
themselves and provide for
theirown. Likeacorpsethatis
rotting in the morgue, all of
theirmovementsare controlled
by the same ones who are pre-
paring them for their funerals.
The dead can be seen func-
tioning in society in theirstate
of amnesia (they do not know
who they are or where they are
going), walkingandtalkinglike
everyone else. Yet after four
hundred years of death, they
have failed to own any sub-
stantial amount ofbusiness to
support their community and
land where they can live on
without depending on their
murderers. During theirchild-
hood, they were obligated to
spend at least 12 years in a
brainwashing mis-education
The opinions expressedon the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual MIers, and do not
necessarily represent the opinions of The TlCkereditortal staff. The TlCkeraccepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of not more than 750 words from Baruch College
studet'E. Publication ofOp-Eds IsconIingerC~anedilorialboanlWIle. LeII8I8nUllbe
.no more than 350 words and signed. Names wit be wIhheJd upon nKptst. Address aI
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The tenth floor in the 23rd Street building is unbearable. The
people whooccupythe area with theircigarettesobviously donot
care about themselves and others. I am sure I speak for others
as well when I say smoking should not be permitted up there.
It should not be allowearor many reasons: 1) There are
classrooms on that floor, therefore it is usually crowded and not
everyone enjoys inhaling such impurities, 2) those who want to
purehase something from the vending machines need a damn
oxygen mask before entering the area, and 3) some People who
would like to eat lunch up there - can't. They do not want to be
in a room fumigated with carcinogens that are enough to give a
person an asthma attack. And to top it off, people come out of
there reeking ofcigarette smoke.
At times the smoke is so heavy it reaches the elevator waiting
area and sickens the students and teachers awaiting the eleva-
tor. Usually the best way to escape is to take the stairwell and
catch the elevator on the ninth floor.
It's funny because we are college students and many ofus act
as though we're still in grade school. Many who smoke in the
cafeteriaat times are totally ignorant to the "No Smoking" signs
posted throughout Baruch's facilities. It is as though they do not
see the "NO" in "No Smoking." Even some restrooms have
become smoke parlors.
1am aware thatsmokers need a place to smoke. Ifso, go out to
the street! There is plenty ofair to circulate the clouds ofsmoke
that is produced by the masses of casual and chronic smokers.
I wonder, are these people cognizant of the fact that inhaling
side stream smoke (second-hand smoke) affects the non-smoker
up to 80 percent more than a smoker inhaling his/her main
stream s~ok~s places the non-smoker in a higher risk
category to acquire-such ailments as lung cancer and emphy-
sema.
To put itbluntly-heyget a life and dosomethingconstructive
like ceramics or needlepoint instead of smoking because if you
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izedjunior high schools and elementary schools to improve the
quality of the courses they're offering.
We think they call that "voodoo" education. .
Here's a practical example: try to build a tower startIng at the
top and working your way down. . '
That's what CPI is trying to accomplish, and by Virtue of Its
sheer stupidity it must must be stoppedbefore it hurts someone.
So many (faculty and students) spoke so eloquently on the
fundamental, basic, "first - grader- can- detect - it" fla.ws o.fCPI,
and all deserve credit. But the most logic can be found In the
words of Donald H. Smith, chairman of the education depart-
ment, in a critical response written to Chancellor Reynol.ds.
"Your plan places the blame for poor pre-collegiate prsparataon
upon the victims, the students."
Two more points:
First, President Matthew Ooldstein, who hosted the program,
stated that he was hoping more students would have shown up.
We don'tknow the veracityofhis statement, but we do know that
if the planners of this event really wanted us there, tbey would
have done more to publicize it.
And secondly, what's the rush? CPI is CUNY policy already,
and now they come around asking for everybody's blessing (as
Smith pointed out). If you're going to design a policy that will
SUPPOSedly reform the high school system and CUNY, don't you
need a little bit more time to plan this properly, so that all
students can benefit?
Or is there another agenda? Umm...
Why bother? Weisenhart has built an impressive coalition of
students reflecting not only a diversity of ethnicities, but of
interests as well. And he's effectively luring USA members into
his fold.
Herelle claims to be doing the same thing, although he has yet
toreveal thenames on histicket. He appears to have legitimate
reasons for that, so we won't challenge him until we see the
names.
We recommend that the candidates (Herelle) focus their atten-
tion on the serious issues that affect us all- issues such as
availability of campus child care, student representation at
Baruch and in the City University fundraising plans, the plight
of international students and disabled students, the College
preparatory Initiative and campus security. What are your
positions? How have you acted on them in the past, and how do
you plan on acting in the future?
The students do not have time to waste watching you guys
slingmudateachother. Cutitoutnow, children, or we'll all lose
this election.
. --==-. , . .. .
The campaign season for the Say session Student Government
officially begins Thursday, and already it looks like it's getting
ugly, with one side accusing the other of an agenda based on
racial divisiveness. ~ ~.
Race-baiting is stupid. It is wrong. It is not right. It is
8bsOlutely unacceptable and inderensible. We trust that the two
candidates for the DSSG presidency, Simon Herelleand Charles
Weisenhart, will act quickly to get real issues out to the public
for debate, and not rely on paranoid expectations of what "the
opposition- is up to.
Herelle, the candidate for the United Students for Action,
struck the first official blow, claiming that Weisenhart's party,
the Allied Baruch Community, will attempt to paint Herelle as
"the Caribbean Candidate." Does he accuse Weisenhart's cam-
paign of racial divisiveness? "Definitely," he says. Those were
his words, not ours, so anyone looking to accuse The Ticker of
sensationalism can drop that argument right now. We neither
expect nor desire race to be an unnecessary issue in this cam-
paign.












~ It's great to be a student at Baruch College, knowing full well
that your views arerespected by the College administration and
by the central office of the City University ofNew York- Not!
As anyone with a nose knows, bull doo-doo has a very distinct,
unmistakable smell. That Powerful stench pervaded room 4
North ofthe 23rd St. building on March 11, when Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds' entourage made a campaign stop here to discuss
and debate (Ha!)The College Preparatory Initiative. CPI, as the
program is called, is Reynolds- plan to change, in conjunction
with The New York City Board ofEducation, the requirements
(we're sorry, we mean -expectations·) for entry into CUNY.
Here's what's funny - Reynolds" campaign managers stated
clearly that CPI will do nothing tochange CUNY's policy ofopen
admissions. However, the CPI expectations/requirements are
not needed in order to get a-high school diploma. So a student
whohasnot satisfied therequirements ofCPI will get a diploma,
come to CUNY, and find out that they have to take additional .
courses that should have been taken in high school.
Question: do you give these students college credit for the high
school courses they will be required to take?
The Campaign's answer: duh...
There is none! Why are you going to force a student to take a
high school coursein college andnotoffer credit( please don't call
them remedial courses - you might offend Reynolds'), especially
as part of an apparent effort to eliminate the need to offer
remediation in the first place? umm...
The CPI campaign has a theory. By collaborating with the
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class Jewish faun1y"for which
heassociateswith the students
of Baruch because he feels he
shares the same background,
growing up ina primarilynon-
Jewish area. "I wasa minority,
them~orityofpeoplethatwere
my friends at school weren't
- JeWish. You grow up feeling
like you have a certain type of
perspective because you are a
minority. A lot of people at
Baruch are a minority I sort of _
feel like I have something in





he directly came to Baruch
because
according to him, it is known
as a great advertising school
andbecause NewYorkiswhere
advertising is centered.
He saicl that Baruch is
ranked #7 in the country ·in
termsofthenumberof'researth
articles that are published by
the Baruchfaculty. _-ro teach
in a busi ness school is
appealing to me. I really like
the students at Baruch."
Ducoffe was born andraisedin
Canada in a working middle
Menmers of.fR.lD.E. ... the ....
SOCiety balded iI CUI on thebaskebI
coort on FistAve. P.RtO.E.·won the
game 40-39.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••... ,- .... ,,,,,,,, ..
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time have to go out there and
chase their business so now
more than ever advertising is
going to be important."
Ducotre thinks ofhimself as
a communicator for which he
encouragesstudentstodevelop
their speaking skills because
it critical to the success in
advertising. "Advertising is
selling to the ultimate
consumer as well as selling
your ideas to clients to get
accepted which means you
need to be able to speak
persuasively."











only way to do it. ,,,
Duooffe believes advertising
is a great career to have; that
one ofthe things that make it
fun is that other People see the
resultsofyour work everytime.
"I think it is also interesting
becauseit'sverycurrent. When
you are making ads to be
effective you need to be able to
communicate with the people
as they feel right now about
things." He also said that
advertising is a field for young
people.
Aceording to Ducoffe the
advertisingbusiness, after the
movies, is the most exciting
thing.
He advises students who are
currently taking advertising'
courses and planning to get
into the advertising field to
forget the 1991 advertising
year. AccordlDg to Ducoffe, it
"was a bad year for it but that it
is a good career option for
several reasons: therearemore
people working in advertising
than three or four years ago.
There is more money being
spent per capita and as a
percentage of the GNP than
there was ever before in the
country. "How are business',
organizations, politicalparti~
people going to communicate
with the public; advertising is
theonly waythat theyaregoing
to do it. Especially if you
consider the Soviet Union
where all those centrally
controlled economies have
basically fallen. They've all
moved to free markets and by
definition in a free marketyou
have all these people whohave
freedom to ehoeee what they
want and you have all these
eompanies that for the first
By Kathryn Garcia
"I am 34 years old, I have red




advertising professor in the
Marketing Department for a
year and a half, but he is no
rookie. With four years of
teaching under his belt - while
acquiringhisPh.D atMichigan
State University- he manages
to still hold a one-on-one
relationship withhisstudents.
When he teaches ke hopes to
do twothings: that the students
will learn something that they
think is worthwhile "Whatever
it is, if it comes from me-or
somethingthat theyread." The
second·~·like-ttHnjey-doing·it,.
I like to enjoy the time I spend
in class and I want student to
enjoy the time because if they
enjoy it, I enjoy it.~ He allows
his students to call him Rob so
they feel comfortable and are
not intimadated by his ti~e.
Also, because he wants to get
awayfrom the traditional style
of teaching in which "a
professor comes in says what
hehas tosayang.leavesI would
rather make it a little more
enjoyable, have more time to
talk and' discuss things."
Ducoffe also believes that to
keep classes from becoming
boring the professor has to
continue to learn more in the
area, "to maintain current."
Ducoffe obtained a degree in
political science from McGill
University in Montreal,
Canada because he thought it
would be interesting. He then
went on to earn a masters
degree in communications
management from the
U niversi ty of Southern
California. Abusinessoriented
degree that focused on the
media industries.
"I always lovedcommercials,"
is one .of the reasons why he
went into the field of
advertising. His parents used
to kid him about paying more
attention to the eommereials
than the television program.
Another reason was his first
full-time job after his
undergraduate work. He
worked in a radio station
selling advertising space for
the station. "I just loved it, I
had such a great time and I
was really lucky that my first
full-time job after school was





_ .. - -_ .. ---_.------
the storm and turn to resur-
recting their fellow sufferers.
These saviors are divinely
guided to build a prosperous
and mighty nation out of mu-
tants, zombies, vampires, and
werewolves. They work on
their task withthe utmostcon-
fidence, knowing that their
Creator is awaiting them at
dawn, when the nightmare will
cease and the dead is brought
back to life.
.WBMB
._--------- - - - -- - - - - - - - - ... -
anee oftheir Creator is illumi-
nating the following day, after
the removal of this evil night.
The moon and the stars ex-
ecute the will ofthe Sun, which
is providing guidance for the
living dead to follow the path
of resurrection.
Hope for life has once again
befallen on the victims of this
nightmare. Some of them can
now be seen returning to their
original state in the midst of
- ... ------_._ .... _-------------- --.- .. - ---~ _ .. -
theirguns loaded and ready to the heavens, and the moon is
fire. seen shining on a background
Thedead people ofthe Ameri- ofluminous stars.
can cemeteries are fast losing "Does man think that We
hope for surviving the night- shall notgatherhis bones? Yes,
mare of this dreadful night. We are Powerful to make com-
Nevertheless they still keep plete his whole make." (Holy
their prayer and strive to sur- Qur'an 75:3-4)
vive, for they know deep d....oO#-->WD~_-----ooIoTh~e~brilliant crescent of the
that their Creator has not for- moon dispels the darkness of
saken them. . the night with the light that it
Just when all seems lost in borrows from the Sun, which
the darkness, a clearing in the lies over the horizon. This is





The Candidates for President
of the
Don't Miss Your Only Chance
to See Them Face Each Other
of the
DSSG will meet.
On April 9, 1992,
During Club Hours
in Room 1323
~ Continued from page 6
g transformation so drastic that
~ even their parents are some-
~ times afraid of them. Their
ii mutation has changed them
(ij into werewolves that prey on
~ anyone in sight. They usually
come outatnight, travellingin
wolf packs, otherwise known
as gangs or posses. They can
be seen in the streets, the sub-
ways, the parks, andthe night-
clubs ofthe graveyards prowl--
ing around their tombs with
(1)----------------------------------------------------=--------------








PIloto by Kathy Garcia
.~
~;".... _M:_"
three "Melona La Buena" and
"King Ronnie" (RonnieAlava),
win the grand prize. Those
prizes consisted of a "Double
Comer" (a vibrator), for the
female andsome"StudUndies"
(underwears thataredesigned
to fit a couple) for the male.
So the next time you are in
the mood for love, don't even
bother wastingyour money on
chocolateandroses, ormaking
a fool out of yourself by
serenading your lover under
her window. All you have to do
is wait· until next year to
participateinCrespi'screation
of Baruch's own -Dating \
Game."
REGGAE + SUNDAYS
formerly atSticky Mike'. Frog
Bar
New location:. 244 East 14th
Street Between 2nd & 3rd
Avenue
-Ask anyone and theYlI tell
you that Sundays at Sticley
Mike's wasgettingtoooooclose
for comfort. Due to popular
demand and a very sticky
situation, Sticky Mike's has
found a larger location for its
reggae partyon Sundays. The
new spot premiered on March
8th and received a wide
reception. If you want to get
with the program call Sticky





27 West 20th Street Between
5th & 6th Avenue
Information: (212) 924-0205
Doors open at 10 pm;
Admission is $15
Wonder Bar has been
developinga following through
word of mouth. On Saturday
nights there's a musical





. 531 West19th Street Between
. 10th Avenue &Westsicle
Highway
. lDformation: (212) 791-2034
Doors open at 10 pm;
Admission is $10 & up (Ladies
free until II_pm)
Promoter Greg Dayis getting
the job done and making Wild
Pitch a popular hang out on
Saturday nights (especially
.among the kiddies). VariOtls
DJs spin club classics and
house music on the main floor
and reggae on the upper level.
.~ 6Klibeif:at HiiClsOn-stieer- _.- -Jrells- --- .. -- - _. - - - - - ': i
'i9 Inf~tion: (21~l~77-CJ.,UB ._~W8llt14tb:Street '. _ ~
,.~~ ·Doors;: p"peIi:- at-~ l2:am· '·lDfcimati~ (222) 67~is67 "
;'c~ AdmisSion is$tOformemben; . I)Oc)rs· open'-at '-10·· 'pm;!
. and $15 for guests Admission is $12 . . I
March kicked off Shelter's -·Sundayi.stl11a~u1arnight<
.--fintyeeranniversarywithDJs at Nals ·for-those- who· get I .
Merlin .Bobb and Ti~my through the front dOor. You·
Regisford. A friend described cancooloutwith a goodlooking f
the live anniversary bash as . crowd to 8. variety of house 9-
Cdopeness_- It'sstill NewCity's reggae and hip-hop. ' ~
hottest and hippest club spot . :...
. . .sincePtJITUlise Garoge. March Shelter ~
has also extended Shelter'. - 6 Hubert at Hudson Street I\)
houraonSaturdaynightsuntil Information: (212) 677-CLUB
12 pm. Doorsopenat6 pm;Admission
is $10for members and $ISfor
(formerly guests
Sunday's. &Xtravaganzaat
Shelter is still as hot as ever.
Even ·Saturday's. newly
eitendedholll'Scan'tpullaway
Sunday's happy crowd. The
sensatiorinowlastsuntil 2 a.m.







madness andgotc a separate
area in LimelightJl's rear
entitled Shampoo. Individual
promoters throw their own






Doors open at 10 pm;
.Admission is $10
For all you hip-hop junkies
check out The Muse for the




reggae, house music and
classics, call inadvance for the






246 West 14th Street
Information: (212) 675-1567
Doors open at 10' pm;
Admission is $6 _
.. If you make it through the
pick-n-choose door policy, you
can move and mingle with
NeU'sultracoolcrowd. There's
a blendofhouse music, reggae
and hip-hop.
Doors open at 10· ·pm-;
Admission is $10
Since February of 1992
.promoters Henry, Pierre &
Gilbert have been giving us
BOOM! atRez witha mixture




6th Avenue at 20th Street
Information: (212) 807-7850
Doors open at 10 pm;
Admission is $12
Lucky bachelors marvel attheir prizes.
Soul Kitchen at Wetlands
161HudsonatComerofLaight
Information: (212) ~-4225
Doors open at 11 pm;
Admission is $5
Check outDJ Frankie Inglese
every Monday cause you gotta
haue- soul. He stirs up Soul
Kitchen at Wetlands with lots




NYC WEEK IN REVIEW
TUESDAY
BOOM! atRex
579 6th Avenue Between 16th
& 17th Street
Information: (212) 741-0080
Here is just a taste of NYC's
hot spots. Parties come and go
so keepyoureyesandearsopen
. or you'llbe left out in the cold.
Casanovas romancing and was in control ofthe fire when
complimenting ·Chinita she put these campus players
Bonita"about herbeauty. Will to the test by asking them to
Arboleda, bachelor number make a rhyme about her
three, stole the victory for the beauty. After this poetic
firstroundasheandhis newly- showdown, she then
won date proudly walked off challenged each of them to
the stage together, along with show the audience how they
prizes that are too erotic to be "move while they'rein theact,"
mentioned. for itwasimportanttoherthat
Then came Philip "The a man knows what he is doing
Messiah" Rivera, who was in bed.
fortunate to question three After the three rounds were
pleasant - and also well- over, the winning couple was
portioned- youngladies. When then picked by the audience.
asked about the one thing that Althoughthe choice waspretty
they wouldlikefor him to do to tight between the three
Photo by Kathy Garcia them, the sexy Aretha, whose couples, it was decided by the
bodymade themalespectators' audience that couple number
By Shameek SupremeAllah behind and putting their best eyes almost pop out of their:··:·'·
When you think about attire to attract their potential sockets, said "I would like to ~,::=:
romance, thescenethatusually date. have my nipples caressed."
comes to mind is a candle lit The 4 South auditorium was The organizers of this event
dinner in a French restaurant; filled to capacity as Kevin understand the need for
or even a night on a Caribbean Crespi, P.R.I.D.E. president, students to periodically keep
cruiser hugging your lover hosted the event. The game is their minds away _ from
under the moonlight, while a similar to the· ones on academic worries by enjoying
musician on board plays the television; where a guy or girl the opportunity that our
violin to get you in the mood. asks variousquestions to three campusofferstogetacquainted
But the students of Baruch participatingbachelors, whose with people from all walks of
College have a ratherdifferent - identitiesremainhidden tohim life. Also, to make the best out
and innovative experience of or her until the end of the of Baruch's ever-increasing
what romance is all about. round, Referring to the tuition. According to them
On Thursday, March 5, the participants as bachelor there'snobetterway.todothis
four Hispanic clubs ofBaruch: number one, two, and three, thancompetingforablinddate
Puerto Rican for Involvement, the questioner then picks the on stage, in front of' Robert
Development and En- .the winner according to one Torres' video camera and an
lightenment; Latin American who answers more favorably. auditorium filled with about .,.
Student Organization; His- The beautiful "Chinita 300studentswhoarewhistling n.'ucorIdroUnd·~·OfihiDdngGime
panic Society and Latin Bonita- (Roxanne Chiang) and screaming.
. American Youth, held their started the showby asking the As the "third round
annual Dating Game, where first round of participating entertainedthe~wdwiththe
guys and girls get to meet the bachelorstosay"Hello-in their lovely .cMelona la Buena"
date oftheirdream. Spectators sexiest voice. The girls in the (Antionette Cruz) questioning
were delighted to see students audience went in· a state of the bachelors, the game was
leaving their school books. frenzy seeing -these Latino heatingtoa boilingpoint. Cruz
• ...,.~..~..Af.:*'...._#:a~a ; lWW rll WlII r-~ ~""S ir~ ~ ~~ Wi~ zwr..~ ,.. - KiIi - IIilIi ~, ~~ ~ ..., II'J. ;~.. !S'rJI -
40 years ago...
It was reported in the New
Yark Times onJanuary9, 1952
that members ofthe Boosters,
a service organization at the
CityCollegeSchooloffiusiness
and CivicAdministrationhave
already shined 100 pairs of
shoes as part ofa fund raising
drive for the National
Association of Infantile
Paralysis [Polio].
Compiled by St;Jndra Roff:
courtesy ofthe Baruch College
Library.
necessary in order tQ remedy
.the problem. Hiafirststepwas
to coiltactSchmidtLabratories
which agreed to provide
sponsorshipin theform 10,000
free condoms for distribution
on campus.
The distribution was
structured by the members of
the Community Service
Committeetoensure--equal
access to all membersof the
Baruch community. The
condoms, .which were rubber
(no pun intended) cemented to
bookmark-shaped flyers,
sta~Baruch Collegiate
Chapter of the American
Marketing Associatibn is riot
in any way promoting casual
sex. Abstinence is always the
best protection against
Sexually Transmitted Di-
seases. But if you're going to
.have sex, please have safe sex! .
Use condom Sense!"; were
distributed in required classes
of all levels with the intent of
reaching as close to the 16,000
students.
To fund the costs which were
incurred during the campaign,
the BCCAMA held an erotic
bake sale and a dance party in
May. The proceeds that
exceeded the costs of the




. to providing members with
information and contacts that
willhelpfurther theiracademic
and professional careers. To
this end, the BCCAMA makes
available a wide range of
activities, programsand social
events that allow members to
explore facets of marketing,
and gives them a real world
experience of the field.
The..BCCAMA_w~~ .. named
Top Chapter in the eastern
region for 1991.
- •• ' -: ,~ .-.,-•.•.•. , .-t-~· ..~~•.•- ...
chapter.
TIle campaign, which had no
budget,began with~ informal
survey of the 180 members of
the chapter to determine to
what extent the educational
system was failing to provide
students with this vital
information. What was
discovered was the lack of
information throughout the
majority of the sample. (An
additional survey will be
conductedon alargerscaleboth
bef~reand afterthe campaign
.to provide the organization
with some measure ofthe level
of success in education the
Baruch population.)
In the interest of addressing
this issue, Tim Dugan,
chairman of the community
service committee, deemed




Brooklyn, New York 11201
8:06-9:00 Registration and Continental Breakfast 12:00-1:30 Lunch/Keyuote Speaker: Michael R. Losey, SPHR
9:06-9:30 Introduction Preside.ntandCEOoftheSociety for HumanResource .
9:30-10-.30 s.sion 1: Getting Started Management/National Chapter will present an overview of 'The Future
This sessionwill focus ondifferentlevelsofcareerdevelopment in Human Resources."
within the field of Human Resources including necessary experience and 1:30-2:30Session 3: HR Generalist
education. goal setting, prime geographic locations for HRprofessionals, This session will have four concurrent presentations for you to
and expected salaries within the metropolitan area. You will have the choose from. Theydeal with the futureofthe Human ResourceGeneralist
option ofparticipating in any one of the threepresentations listed below: and other specialties such as labor relations, recruitment and managing
• Entering Human Resources human resources in a global market,
• Making a Career Transition • The Human Resource Generalist
• Career MaDllernent for the HR Professional • Employee/Labor Relations
10:30-11:00 Break • HR and the Global Marketplace
11:00-12:00 SessIon 2: Specialization In Human Resoun:es • Recruitment and Selection
This particular session will explorethe diverse fields ofhwnan 2:30-3:00 . Networking Reception
resource management as it pertains to general responsibilities, trends, Several of the companies participating in this event are:
career paths melfutlJre job p-ospects. You~y elect to participate in any • Booz-Al1en & Hamilton .
one of the following wor~: • Brooklyn Union Gas
• Benefits • Coopers & Lybrand
• Compensation • mM
• Consulting uid Organizational Development • Pfizer
• Training am Developmmt • MHR Consultants, Inc.
p ••••_ •••••••••_ •••••••__•••••__••_._._~
I REGIS1RATION I
I To register. please complete this form and return it with a . Please select one presentation from each session that you I
• check or money order for $15.00 per person. 'ntis fee covers would like to participate in: I
I the cost C?fthe conference luncheon and breaks on April 11. Se88iOD 1: Getting Started No credit cards or invoicesl
I The check or money order s~ouldbe made payable to: _EnteringHumanResources will be accepted. PleasecopYI
METRO-NY ~HRM and mailed to: Mr. Jeffrey Hull,Booz- _MakingaCareerTransition this form if you are
I Allen & Hamilton, 101 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10178 on _Career Management in HR registering more than one l
I or before Apnl1, 1992. SeMiOD 2: Specializing in HR .attendee.: A confinnation ofl
I _Benefits your registration will bel·
I Name: _Compensation . mailed to you upon receipt.1
I _Consulting. Organizational For additional information, I
I
School: Development call Angela King at:
_Training & Development 212-536-2984 I
I Mailing Address: Se"OD 3:HR Generalist or Jeffrey Hull at I
I _The Human Resource 212-880-9619 I
I CitylStateflip: Generalist, I
I
- _EmployeelLabor Relations Refunds: Cancellations or
lHome Phone: ( ) _HR and the Global refunds cannot be accepted
I Marketplace after April 1. 1992••
I _Recruitment. Selection Substitutionofregistrantsisl
I ~~ •
~-_.. - ~._.._ _ __._~
.. - 1-0 - -
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The Metropolitan New York Student Chapters
of the
-Society f-or Human Resource .Management.
(Including SHRM at Baruch College)
fA Condom in Every Pocket
~ .
~ By Micbael Solomon conjunction with the Baruch SchmidtLabratories, the New
~ The Barueh Collegiate. College· Admimstration and York State- Health Depart-
17 Chapter of the American Health Services Department ment,The7icker, andWBMB-
N Marketing Association in alOllJt with the sponsorship of AM, began a/semester-long
0) .
0):0:-........... AIDSawarenessandedumtion
~:,I=: campaign designed to inform;= ::c:=':~:ftr:"~:,,:r::
.;: - ~~=tion Shout the deadly
.. "This campaign provides the -
.?: . members of our chapter with
. the opportunity to plan and
implement and entire
marketing campaign enabling
a real world hands on
experience which is not
otherwise possible through
normal classroom learning.
Simultaneously we are giving
. back to the community which
has providedus with somuch,"
stated Timothy Stark,
















It sounds like love, but remember
that being with someone you love
doesn't mean just surrendering
yourself. You may not be ready for a
sexual relationship with your friend,
and you've the right to recognize that
you can make a decision about this.
Your body and/or your friend shouldn't
make the decision for you. In such a
personal inatter, nobody should tell
Now it can be told
Usa 1181 and DavIdson Ugeralde,
the hoSts of theprognrn.
Dear LollDie:
Pm sure that rvefound the pe~n I
want tobe with. rve neverfelt·tbisway
.. about anyone before and I'm confused
because I don't know if I want to have
a physical relationship with thisperson
now..sex was never discussed in my
family..
By BilIary Yoo Lisa Tsai and Davidson Ligeralde,
'Dte talk show, -AsiaHere, Asia Now,· the hosts ofthe show, read offa survey
sponsoredbytheAsianStudentsUnion taken in 1983 by Morishima, an Asian
was heldin Rm. 111ofthe 24thS1.bldg writer, on whatpeoplethoughtofAsian
on Thursday, March 5. The topic ofthe males. Chinese are portrayed 88
show was -Asian Male Image, Mucho gamblers, Kung Fu experts, passive,
Macho or Simply Geekyr quiet andagreeable. The Japaneseare
1lte talk show was set up with the invariablyKarateexpertS, professional
.purpose of infonning and discussing andagrleulturalbusinessmen,passive,
disputable Asian related matters. The quiet and agreeable. And Koreans are
show started with a debate conducted alwaysshownasharddrinkers,Mmtial
by TessAlba and Annie Lou, twoAsian Arts experts, and untrustworthy.
female panelists, followed by three Filipinos 'on the other hand, are
Asian male panelists. A brief preoccupied with sex-the males seek
stimulating fashion display, by the white females. They're macho, good
Asian' models of-Asian Week'92", was dancers, flashy dressers and manual
presented in between and at the end of laborers.
the show. Wong commented that -As far as
Alba began her discussion ofthe talk gambling is eoneerned, sure ·Chinese
show by saying that she d~sn't date do gamble, but this is tzue with every
Asian males because «they're simply other ethnic group,"
toocheap.· Lou said that shehas never Throughout the show Ligeralde
dated an Asian guy because of the continued to address the results ofthe
environment thatshe bad grown upin. researeh. It showed that it baa been
Their statements' initiated the proven that, percent wise, more Asian
disc:ussion of the Asian male image women marry qut oftheir eultu1'e than
presented in the mecli8; that ofa nerd Asjan men. Italsoshowed thatwbenit
and a gangster~. Examples of . comes to~ti-, minority men are
movies cited ~ng the show which a:threatto whatever predominantr.e
reinforeed these images were South at the time.
PtM:ific,M-8aiBo7l,y'.,.of~1JraBon,·, TowBlds the end of the ehow, the
81iort CirCuit and Siideen. Candlea or. iln~" .fiienC8 had a lot to-.y.
whiehDuek in the latter depicted a Sue PeDg Chua eomplainecl that the
stereotypical. -nerd and a ~ta1 Asian conversation ..anGll.Manme1w-
:peL~Wong, eneofthe paneliatl, looband that ......eeel that A8i8D
wd"- -rttise images· are extremely men tend to be -shorter and Mimrier
misleamug and categorizes the whole and· ewn pUnier but that .• i.t the
Asian race.- Conti•••ca,...16
Ifyou have gotun into deb~~;o~~( • ~~ w~~to do..~e'~~t·~~ i
===-a=:::~~=·::~~~~l
~eprob1em~.•_sho.·uldeoMiqe!t8l1ring - ~h an.~~wiDgWbatit~.. eans to-§
'N1th a prof8881onal about getting yOur you. . . . . .- ~ n
debt under control end changing your There's probably no bigger question, f
- buYing habifS':-:- -. . - . . onceyOu~imOtvedW1th8ODl8One;tban ~
Leave yoUr Card at hOme in a safe. whether o~. not. to have .a.sexual 3l:
place for th~nextm<mth aG..you. can - :relations~p wi~ Jlerlbim. It's worth ~
eon~ impul~ bll)'ing and not get taking some ti~ to :think about how ~
earned away! . you feel about.It and asky~partner ..r.
how sIhefeels.·._ co.
Ask yourselr-what· does having sex :s
With· this 'Person mean to me? Doee it
eontimta-eommitment? AmImotivated
purely by feelings ofpassion?' Why am
1 interested in sex with this person
now, and notatsome other pmnt in the
relationship?'
Ifyou didn't grow up ina f-u)ythat
. W8s'able~to talk about aexUility,and
Confused your sexual feelings and desires, it can
. be difficult to do with your p1!tner.
Think through these. and other
questions, and explain your thoughts
and feelings to your partner. Being
able to talk about sex together helps
build trust and intimacy. into the
relationship. Ifyou decide you want to
have a sexual relationship, doit safely!




challenge. Gettingyour charge card is
like getting ftcognition that you're an
adult. If you've never had' to plan a
budget for yourself, having a credit
card can also seem like a fantasy of
suddenly having unlimited money to
spend. Credit card companies are no
help here-it seems like they 'want to
make it easy for you to spend money,
even ifyou don't have it to spend.
Don't panic! It's up to you to learn
how to m~age your finances. And
remember· you're not alone. Many
people out there have trouble
controlling their desire to spend when
it is only a charge card away. As you
have discoveredhowever, once the bills
start rollingin, itcanbeoverwhelming.
There are some steps you can take to
manage your spending.
1. Seta limit on whatyou think you can
afford to spendeachmonth. Remember
you payintereston the unpaid balance.
2. Keep a folder or envelope for all your
creditcard receipts. As you accumulate
receiptsadd them up. This will give you
a good idea of how close you are to your
monthly budget. You should also check
them against your bill each month,
making sure you haven'tbeen charged
for items you didn't purchase.
3. Don'tlendyourcreditcard toafriend
or charge things on your card for a
friend. You may have to cover the cost
ofthe expense ifyour friend can't come
up with the money when the bill is due.
A friendship isn't worth loosing over
money. . 4
-
of Ray Charles' younger years and
capturing an honest portrayal of the
subjectthroughpersonal interestofhis
fellow musicians and friends.
The event capped off a second
successful visit for the speaker, who
had also appeared at Baruch's Women
of Color Network first annual film
festival in 1991. The Network will
continue-the celebration cL W(Den's
HistoryMonth1992withafacu1typanel
or -&naps of Women of Color.- Tbis
event, featuring profeS80r8 Tuzly1ine
Allan, Effie P. Cochran.BridgettDaYis·
d Mama I"'~""-'; . wiD' take· r.ean ~A" ... p
during club hours on Mareh<24"in the
22 SL Administrative Center LoUnge..
Tile Ticker is pleased to announce the





on their mind, and real advice -that
aims to understandtheissuesinvolved,·
be helpful, and ofinterest to everyone.
We expect the questions in the column
to reflect issues that are important to
you, our readers and fellow students.
The questions could deal with family
issues, dating, sex, career concerns,
academic concerns, -etc,
We invite you to send in your problems
and questions to the Helpline mailbox
on the first floor ofthe Student Center.
All questions that are printed will be
kept anonymous, though we invite you




I never had a credit card before, and
I thought I should getone so I could pay
for my books. I just received my latest
bill and I don't know how I'm going to
payit. I guess I got a Iittle carried away
buying stuff. What do 1do now?
Carried Away
Dear Carried .Away,
You leave it to our imagination to
guess the things you bought with your
credit card, but' we get the idea that
Impulse won out over selfcontrol. Lots
ofpeople gettheir first credit card when
they're in college, and it can be a real
Up Close and In Focus
By Daphne Leroy
Baruch's Women of Color Network
sponsored a Women's History Month
Film Forum during club hours on
Thursday, March 12. ~e event,
entitled -Women Film and Video
Makers: .Up Close and in Focus,·
featured independent film maker
Yvonne Smith. She spoke on
-Documentary Profiles: Truth or
Travesty?· and discuSsed her
experiences as writer and director of
tIJlay Charles, the Genius ofSoul.·
Smith showed her documentary and
preSented some of the difficUlties in
making it, such 88 obtaining all Ofthe
film clips from archives. Other
challenges included recreating the era
._ ... ~~ .. ,







A play By George Bernard Shaw
At The
Studio Theatre 911
April 7 - 10, 8:00pm April 11 ,3:00pm
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
387 - 1342 or 387 -1345
Or Visit The Studio Theatre Box Office, 17
Lex., RM. 907
Presented By :
BARUCH COLLEGE SPEECH DEPT.




















Photo c:ourteay of ABU
Tsai, treasurerfor theAS.U.,
commented "We first thought
of regular workshops, to
promote' discussions : of
controversial issues but
decided that talk shows were
the way to go."
Ligeralde, co-chairperson of
the A.S.U., said "The purpose
ofthis show was to give people
theopportunitytoexplesstheir
thoughtsfreely and I think we
have achieved it," .
./
From left:Hostess Usa Tsal 8nd panelists Annie Lou &nell... Alba
Talk Show Covets Asfan Images
,
J
Continued from page 13 . show, remarked "I grew up
nature of Asians," She with people of all different
continued by questioning the backgrounds and I really feel
Asian men's' quality, that people shouldn't
perseverance, dedication and stereotypeotherpeopleby their
ability toachieve, -rhat's what appearances." <
I would look for rather than Lawrence Chiu, the
just looks." she said. chairperson of the Asian
Annie Lou commented,"If Students Union, said CJ: would
you like a person for who he is, like to see more of these talk
who cares what the color ofhis shows and take this
skin is. Why do you have to opportunity to have people
stick with only Asians." openup torecognize theAS.U."
Vivian W-Ong,·-presentat the -
o _ '.' .0 .v. ".',....Ai-§>. ..~ .
Ilk. Burldy•• rep.....tative fromtheP8Ice Corps, II"with Baruch students.
The Peace.Corps Seeks
Recruits on Kamch Campus .
By MasaiJDo 8. Salerno representatives, David Lillie all white, blue eyed and rich.
-It's TheToughest Job You'll and Mike Burkly, came to -Itisimportanttbatwehavea.
EverLove:istheirmotto.And Baruch to recruit new representative gro~'p of
sinceitsinceptionbsckin 1961, volunteers•.-rIle Peace Corps Americans 80 L.D.C.• see
the Peace Corps has been isagnatopportunityfarpeople howdi__are:t1e,-
making a difference to the that have just gotten out of says Lillie. •...
countries ithas served during school,- -ysLillie, whojoined Buddy, who 8lso j < > the
the past 31 years. Founded by right after gradpating from Peace Corps after ting
PresidentKenned.yandheaded college with a degree in from college, says that the
by Sargent Shriver (Arnold journalism. He says the only value c:I. the peace tD a
Schwarzeneggers father-in- time that Americans learn career is more val ' than
law)backinl961,overI30,OOO about Lesser Developed graduate ac:bool.
~riams have served in the Countries (L.D.C.> is -When are mOnt apt to hire .
Pea~e Corps' 90 different there is a CQu~, a natural Corps volunteer .,.M31.d
countries, which now include disaster or war.- she has learned to more
the new Commonwealth of Lillie, who learned to spealradaptive When fac~with
IndependentState&. fluent Arabie through an difficult problems.-:';As a
Formoretbantbreedeeades, intenai-c:rash_ftomthe volunteer. Burldy ~ to
the Peace Corps main goals Peace Corps, was sent to Liberia. '"~
were to tnmsf'er learned skills Morocco. Once in the country, Volunteer ..It vari4iiwith
to other developing eou.ntries; he said that he realized ° thesJriD.that'NlCh~J
teech voIuntamt about Ie.. Moroccans had distorted member brings, b b
developed eountries, and for perceptiOlUl«Americ:aIUI and volunteer i8 liven her
people~thehost-eulturesand---theii'-wayaoflife.Forjnm.~,.OWD-1atitade-aa to • they
countries to learn first hand the shOw -santa Bar1:Jara- 18 can anel want to ·do.-After
about the diversity of the shown OIl national television eampletmg JOUr .three IDOIdh
Ameriean population. ' in Moroeeo. The ~verage languIptrwining, JOU ate OIl





Black and Latino Alumni
Association 'Faces More
TraditionalCbaJ¥;mges, .,'
- - -.... . . - ...... ~. -. . - -" ...- '. - .
By HUJary Yoo Special Funding Program, to
The Black & Latino Alumni appropriate funds for special
Association was created in programs; and Alumni
1983bytifteenBaruch College VolunteerTutori~Workshops,
alumni, whoformed an ad-hoc tohelpstudentswith academic
Committee, with hopes of . disciplines.
addressingthespecialconcerns BLAAhas aleo been active in
unique to minority students. sponsoring events since it's
However, it tooksevenyearsof incorporation. In June of1990
arduous struggle for this they sponsored a reception for
organization to be officially graduating seniors; this year,
granted the BLAA charter to BLAAintendstoco-sponsorthe
incorporate as a separate senior bash for graduating
alumni entity of Baruch seniors with Day Session
College. Student Government. In
Thisorganization'sobjectives addition,duringBlackHistory
are to establish and maintain Month they co-sponsored an
programS mutually beneficial event with black graduating
to the cOllegeanditsalumni, to students in which John
establish a base of economic Henrick Clarke, a black
and academic support for historian, was the speaker.
minority students, to increase Currently, there are fifteen
the participation of Black & boardofdirectorsandsetupin
Latinoalumniandfaculty,and p1aceare committees. As of
topl'Omotesocia1,cu1tural,and now, BLAA needs a chair-
political awareness. . person for the Membership
Since its incorporation in Committeeandmoremembers.
1990 they have proposed At large, there were about two
numerouS programs. Such as: hundred members involved in
ScholarshipFundProgramfor the pIUlt but the list has to be
economically disadvantaged updated.
students; MentoringProgram, CJ: just want people to know
to provide professional that theassociationishereand
guidance;andReswn6Register thatwe needtheir"sapport. We
andJobBank~tohelp needtheirparticipation. We're .
with corporate recruiting and here for the benefitofstudents
placement reference. Also °tbatmightneedbelp, whatewr
pl'OposedisanAdvoc:acyBoard, type of help," said Jocelyn
to address social issues; MurPhy, the new president of
Distinguished Lectures for theBLAA. .
insight and public eq»Iession,
By Petek Kent
The Computer and Quantitative MethodS Society sponsors
eventsforstudentswithvariedinterestincomputers. 'IhrOughout
the year faculty, alumni and many business professionals have
spoken sPout a wide range oftopics: computers in fields suchas
finance, healthcare, and law..In addition to guest speakers,
C~SnowoffersSaturdaySennnars.Theseseminai's aremade
possible.by the effort ofalumni, faculty, and CQMS ~flicers.
Our first seminar was held on March 14 which ran from 10-3
p.m. It covered the graphical environment of Windows. Peter
Go~n,~residentofa preSentation graphics company, lead the
senunar In a casual and infonnative manner. .Each of the
seventeen participating Baruch students was stationed ,at a
personal compuu:r in the ~ lab of the 26th street building.
~rdon,analummofBaruch,Introducedthestudents toWindows
uSlngahand!H>napproach. Manyindividualscontributedtothe
planning of this Windows seminars: _
Gordon; .Stanley Ng, alumni ofBaruch; Bill Ferns-and David
Stephan, computerinformationsystemsfaculty members·Mabel
Yuand.Frederick Hse, director ofpublic.relations at cQMs.
Winme Kwok, member of CQMS, believed that the Windows
seminar was "useful and well-worth attending." .
Vialka Gonza1ez~ tl'easurer ofCQMS and a transfer student
from CityCollege and was plea-santly surprisedat thecontinued
support and participation of the Alumni ofBaruch College.
Future seminars. include JCUCobol seminar and a LANs
seminar, lead by N~. With graduation a couple ofmonths away
for some students, It'S sometimes difficult to expect returning to
Baruch, especiallyearlyona Saturday morning, Theenergy and
.knowledge of these Baruch Alumni is greatly appreciated by.
current Baruch students. UPdating computer skills can be a
very expensive process, and these seminars offer the benefit of
learning from.business professionals at a low fee $5 to cover
pizza and refreshments. '
Details for the tworemainingseminars are at the CQMS office.
",









Reception to follow in the
Administrative Center Lounge
3rd Floor·
135 East 22 St.
The Baruch College
School of Education and Educational Services
The topic of her lecture' is:
"Leadership in Schools:
TheContribtion of Women"
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should dowell at the boxoffice.
Finally, Sigourney Weaver
is set to return as Ripley in
"Aliens III" whichisscheduled
for release on Memorial Day
Weekend.
stem tieing are over, and the
past will seem even further
away when ~he workload
doubles in the future.
Whatever happenS» Sherilyn
Fennwillbea householdname,
even in the remote partsofthe
countl"ywhel'8townslike-rwin
peaks,- and girls like Audrey
~ really do edat.
is scheduledforrelease onJune
19th. Danny Glover and Mel
Gibson reprise there roles as
Murtagh and Riggs arid the
film promises to be as action
oriented and funny as the first
two.
"Le~hal Weapon II~ is







-Jamlfw S',which comes outlater this year, stBnUma Thurman and Anttt GarcIa
scheduled for release in the
fall.
moving to Beverly Hills with consecutive films. -mt-Man:
her family she toOk up acting, ~uby,.and -z>esire and Hell
and for years worked on low atSunsetMotel:allscheduled
budget, still unreleased films. for release in 1992. She is also
The frustration took over and getting over the pain from the
with directionfrom hercasting failedengagementwithformer
agent,Fenn honed her craft. fiance Johnny Depp.
Fame became secondary and cJohnny and I got engaged
her skill began to develop. because we loVed each other
Perhapshermostmemorable very much and it was our waY.
seene to date was in -rwin ofsaying-,'What'sthenextstep·
Peaks" creator David Lynch's toprove thatweloveeaehother
critically acclllim~.-wil«la~H :gl()J'8_~~l!_~?,It'snever fun
Heart.· Fenn appeared as an to get your heart broke. -I M11--
aeeident vietim, stunned, in always love him,· she told
shock, and dying in the dark Rolling Stone in October ()f
landscape of a deserted 1991.
highway. The seene, was She is looking for someone
simply haunting. with a II81lse « humor D()W,
COavicr. direction was 'only ·someone lean teach and who
thinkthis:Bobbypins,lipstick, can teach me.~
waU.t, eombe. that's it", she Currently she is very happy
says, adding tlj,t was very though, dating casually,
abstract.• playing with her Akita pup
The pastyearhas beenhectic Yogi, and dancingalone inher
for Fenn, filmi ng three spare time~The days ofcherry
ad Profile: Actress Sherilyn Fenn
••••
Finally, teen idol Luke Perry
las obtained a contract with
~12()"backer, 20th Century
Fox. The first movie to be shot
in his numerous film deal is
Andy Garcia,UmaThurman, «autry the Vampire Slayer,"
Lance Henricksen, Kathy which also stars Donald
Baker, and John Malkovich Sutherland, Kristy Swanson,
will headline Paramounts and everybody's favorite
"Jennifer Eight" a mystery . villain, "The Hiteher," Rutger
thriller set in the Pacific Hauer.
Northwest. The film is' • ··Sequel Summer •••
Look for Michael Keaton's
retum as Bruce Wayne in
"Batman Returns," which
.opens on June 19th. "Batman
Returns" includes Michelle
Pffeifer as "Catweman": and
DannyDevitoas the"Penguin."
The films director, Tim
Burton, has kept security
around the set tight, but he
has leaked a few preview clips
~-RRft~pbetiee,-end hm-wDat--I -..






Elfman and Prince both
recorded separate soundtrack
album for the first film and
lIUIloH-olt3U ned platinum records
es of illion copies).
AI with "Batman
turns,- "Le Weapon ill"
"Hero: will "have. one of the
finest -easts in 1992. It stars
DustinHoftinan, GeenaDavis,
AndyGania,andJohnCusack.
The only stat not to have been
. grficed by··Oscar .is Cusack
though he should have been
nominatedforhisperformance
in~eGrifters.· . .
• 4..A Sequel Part III •••
A sequel to Stephen Kings
"Pet .:Semetary" is in
production, starring Anthony
Edwards and -Terminator 2"
star Edward Furlong. It is
:being directed by Mary
Lambert.
There are other King tales
soon tohit the screen and they
are-rileDarkHal(·whichwin
be directed by.horror master
George Romero, "Needful
Things," "The Stand,· and
"Sleepwalkers," which is
scheduled for release in 1992.
King's "The Lawnmower
Man~- which stars Pierce
Brosnan of televisions
"Remington Steele" fame was













Despite a macabre, warped,
and even insane storyline,
-Weekend at Bernies" was a
hilarious comedy smash in
1990. '!he cast amazingly has
agreed to a sequel entitled,
what else? -Weekend at




By Phil Sum .







perhaps for those eyebrows, or
maYbe for her other striking
Oliver Stones enormously features a littlerfurthersouth.
controversial film ~JFK' is a Sherilyn Feiln ·i. 26,
refreshing~-.breakthrough· ..8xtremeIy----&ttmctive. and is_
which prOves that intelligent, finally being recognized for
Powerflll, and informative sometbingthatgoesbeyondher
filmmaking can still succeed ability to tie cherry stems in a
at the Boxoffice. Domestic:a1ly knot with her tongue. It~
the film has grossed a come slowly, but after rave
moderately impressive 63.5 reviews as the teen temptress
Million to date. However, Audrey I Home on David
overseas it has' done 38.6 Lynch'. warped-rwinPeak.:
million in five weeks, and was Fenn'. actingbas taken flight.
numberonelastweekinSpain, Sherilyn Fenn was born in
Austi'alia,Germany, andItaly. Michigan, where she learned
to walk on snow without
braking the surface. After
REEL TO REEL: WHAT'S
NEW IN HOLLYWOOD
After a year of front page
financial troubles, theendmay'
finally be near for Orion
Pictures. The end, however,
may just be the beginning.
MGMlPathe Pictures and it's
French' banker Credit
Lyonnias . are currently
contemplating a move to
takeover bankrupt Orion
Pictures, in the first ofseveral
possiblemoves toconglomerate
- resources for the troubled






generation of this family that
.. is affluent. They bad to go
througha significanttransition
..from poverty to wealth.
·Students at Baruch
Particularlyhaveaccess to this
material because so many of
them have changed their lives
drastically in the last couple of
yearsfrom wherever theylived
before to the life in New York.
They can really identify with
the situationsoftheBulgarians





photographs of Bulgaria in
1885 were required. to design
the scenes. The first scene
which .takes place in Raina's
bedroom is .supposed to
represent her idea ofwhat the
Romantic world is'. Soft and
sheerfabrics will surroundher
bed and the window. The
Second scene will be in the
outdoor garden and the third
scene will be back in the
indoors. "We're doing a lot of
looking around for the right
furnitures andrightfabrics and
renting a lot of them," says
Goodmanson.
The stage crew which is
comprised ofstudents who are
interested in helping out the
production. According to
Goodmanson, these students
are vital constituents of the
theater production. He says of
the stage crew, "It walks a fine
linebetween club, people'sfree
time, and class. It's kind ofall
intermingled into one," The
play will be performed from







360 Park Avenue South
_-."arn how to develop
--r---t--tyour own business.
Photo by Hillary Yoo
dialogues move things toward
a romantically anti-romantic
ending.
According to Susan Spector,
the director of the production,
this play is perfect for Baruch
because the hero of the play,
Bluntschli, is actually a Swiss
businessmanandhasfantastic
business skills. "I'm very
excitedabout this playbecause
we have made an immense
effort to draw new students
and we did. We have in the
cast students from different
parts of the world. They are
from Puerto Rico, Jamaica,
Haiti, Oman, Pakistan,
Ecuador, U.S., and Finland.
They come with wonderful
enthusiasm and total mix of
multicultural life in school
which is very exciting," says
Spector.
In the play, the Bulgarian
Major Petkoff's family is
unaccustomedtobeingrichand
civilized since' it's the first
360 Park Avenue South-Room 1709
212-447-3527
Theastof "Arms andtheMan"·
Studio theater presents 'Arms and the Man'
By Hillary Yoo
The Speech Department is
presentingtheGeorge Bernard
Shawplay"ArmsandtheMan"
as their Spring Theater
Production at Baruch.
"Arms and the Man" takes
place during the Serbo-
Bulgarian war of 1885-86, in
which the Bulgarians are
commanded by Russians and
the Serbs by Austrians.
Captain Bluntsehli, a Swiss
hotelier's son serving in the
Serbian army escapes into the
bedroom of the lovely Raina,
who just happens to be the
daughter ofa Major Petko1fof
theBulgarianarmy, in aneffort
to flee from the Bulgarian
army. Raina decides to hide
Bluntschli and saves his life.
In the meantime, Raina's
fiance islustingafterhermaid,
who in turn is engaged to
Nicola, a cunningly servile
servant.. This play has plenty
of action and the rapid
completion of the two years,
volunteers receive a $5400
rea9justment check once beck
in the United States. All
volunteerscan apply for
government jobs as non-
compettitivestatuslevel.A1so, .
thereis a PeaceCorpsnetwork-
ofreturn volunteers as well as .~
a job hotline. One of the
benefits of being in the Peace
Corps, says Burkly, is the
networking among former
members. Since many former
members hold high positions
in their field, it is definitely a
plus, says Lillie.
Of the currently 6500
members 13 percent are
minority students..One of the .
goals of the newly appointed
director, who is of Asian
descent, is to recruit a higher
percentage ofminorities. This
is one of the ways the Peace .
Corps is tz:ying to eliminate
thedistortedimagesforeigners
have of Americans as a
homogeneous group.
This may not seem to be
enough encouragement to
devote two years of your life
right after graduation, but the
Peace .Corps provides
scholarships to graduate
school, partial cancellation of
Perkins loans and deferment
and/or cancellation of most
Government sponsoredcollege
loans.
"The Peace Corps gets you
into the culture, you live with
the people andget toknowhow
it is like to live in a third world
nation,"says Lillie. Itis alotof
fun, along with a lot of
responsibilities and cultural
training," adds Burkly.
The Peace Corps can be
contacted at (212) 264-6981.
© 1992 Slanley H. Kaplan EJu<..HJo/lal Cenrcr IIJ.
Manhattan Center:
131 West 56th Street




I~ K~plan ~e1ps you manage your time.
DlagnC?St.J~ tests ~nd personalized coun~eling help you
recognize stumbling blocks early on, hefore t hcv hun
your performance. .
I~ Kaplan offers the best value.
Our c<~u~ses J.~e c~mretiti\'elypriced and ()H~'r rh«
~omplc.:tl prepara~lOn that has helped more <;rudenr<., ger
Into (he school of rheir choice (han a nvorn- l"l.,c. ..
I~ Kaplan is the industry leader.
55 ):~ars of e~~eri~n~l" and 2 mill ion wad ua.te\ prove









GMAT, GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.
I~ Kaplan makes test prep convenient.
With 150 c~nters and thousands of class SChedules. the
odds are we II be ready to teach when and where vou
need us to he there. .
-~ CDn.tinued from page 15
() .
1= your own," says Burkly. The
~ Peace Corps gives a lot of
g responsibilities to the
": volunteers. Burldyadmitsthat
~ many new volunteers will
1i makeeu1tural mistakesaseach- .'
~ lem:nstoadjust; to the different
envirenment,
Burkly'sfirst jobwas to build
a school, literally, withhisown
hands. He also attempted to
build a bridge until he was
tricked out of some money he
spent to buy the beams by a
Liberianwoman.Althoughthis
was Burklysmain .project. he.
also took on an important
secondary project, coaching
basketball to the Liberian
children to help himself cope
with his new environment.
"There is no way I thought I
could be here twoyears, then I
started coaching Basketball,"
he said. It is a reaction that
many new volunteers share.
All PeaceCorps volanteersjoin
for a two year period. If they
realize that this is not for them
there is no shame in quitting,
says Lillie. But the benefits
are well worth he says.
Qualifications for the Peace
Corps vary, but most
volunteers have a college
degree or 3-5 years of work
experience. Peace Corps
volunteers stay in country all
expenses paid. Each member
receives a weekly stipend,
except it is paid in the host
country'scurrency. Health and
dental care is all provided as
well as food and shelter. Upon
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warn you about the painful
mistake of buying the new
Overkillalbum.Horrorscope you. That is to say don't buy produc
e the same results. one decent song. Ifthis is your
is perhaps one of the worst this album!! Don't let the . Thank.
God for that! situation then go to the very
Heavy Metal albums to come natural destruction of your All you have
to do is look at last song on the album.
out in a long time. Consult eardrums be in vain. the list
ofsongs to know that to "Solitude" is the group's best
your Ouija board and do not The "Bare Bones" (which is a buy th
is album is a grave work on the album.
buy it! seng title) ofthe matter is that . mistak
e. Someofthe uplifting "Solitude" is a dark, moody
Anguish for the ears is one there is nothing really titles are
: "Coma," "Infectuos" songandiscompletelyditrerent
way to describe the album. salvageable about Overkills' and "L
ive Young, Die Free." If thanitsPeers. Itactuallygives
Scream and play loud and fast latest effort. The songs start that is
not bad enough, the youa feeling ofdesolation. (Or
seems to be the groups offwithagreatdeaIofpotential lyrics a
re even worse: "Tm not maybe delirium is just setting
philosophy. Organization and but then fall apart. dealin
g with you not the one to in, though I don't know which
clarity appears to elude the In the beginning of most of thank execut
ion therapy put is which anymore). So who
band. A copy of Hamlet put the tracks are serious dark that in
the bank," from the cares 'if the song sounds like
through a paper shredder is sounds; each is quite distinct. musica
l masterpiece "Blood Queensryche? After all, who
more understandable than You may think that the group Money
.- 'Yhen listening to was Queensryche three years
what Bobby"Blitz"'(oh, please) has developedtalentovernight. Borrors
cope ago? The truth is, the 'song is
Ellsworth "sings?" Well think again! Guitarists one fee
ls that it is a "Nice Day decent. .
"Thanx For Nothin'" is not Merritt Gant and Rod For A F
uneral," hopefully Horrorscope, for the lack
only the nameofone the tracks Carmavino strum out what Overki
ll's. of a better word, is horrible!
but it is also what I said to my .they_ consider music. (Notl) By n
ow, you should be tired Thegroup'screationis nothing 212·471·7166
editor-'Ybenhe_hande~t1Jt~the_ They''pI~-Y:89fast andwithout of pres
sing the fast forward less than an experiment gone • E.l1TBST
.
tape. Hpwever, The Ticker's . thought or feeling that -an ---outtOnGlfyourcassette-player wrong·(probably-gen
etic}. A - __I1EJJ~~ - -STA
reviewe~s go through talhis hetoll adrenaline,caffeineandldsugar or .compact discfPfilaYdi
e: in .the f4be0ll~:r~~s~~~m~~i111~ !",1G003. _..~; sr~~
and pass the savings ong rush combined cou not vmn a
ttempt 0 n. ng J'USt " - :uu_~-16 'tIRlnovenu. - :. - . '" -.
. ., _......".,.~.~--- ..~-
- --,. ,.. ..'-
...."'''':.~•• \; •• I-,~ :-.. '-.. 't-'~."". ?,
..• ~.,. :f~.-:-.- .
, .. • .'" • eo ~ ., ';1' • '. .....,• .;......
_. ".. .. _ . ~ •• I .
Mack What? Whose Daddy? production is pitiful; sub u r
ban
I'll tell you who, Sir Mixalot considering ifone was going to secondg
rader.
the Mack Daddy of his own --i-oJhrough the trouble and The
second
label Rhyme Cartel Records expenseofhavi;'ga studiobuilt single
off the
distributed by Def American -in your home you should have .album
,-&by
Recordings. This Seattle, some talent for making music Got Si
ck," is
Washington rapper has been or at the very least getting' Mix a
lot' s :
around for a while, since 1985 someone in your studio who attem
pt· to
tobeexact.lnthattimeMixalot does know something about help 2
Live
has toured with some of the making good music. Crewp
ushthe
largest names in Hip-Hop: Apparently Sir Mixalot has . musica
l style
Public Enemy, Big Daddy neither the talent or the of Th
e Soul
Kane, and NWA. His 1987 wisdom to ritake use of the Sonic
Force
debut album Swasscontained equipmenttoproduceaquality into th
e '90s.
his biggest hit to date "Posse product. I was once told by a Hey, I
liked
On Broadway" and was music industry friend that the Sou
l Sonic
certifiedplatinumin1989. The "numbers don't lie!" Though I Foree t
oo, in
second album SemjJ1Sr was never heard 'nay of the the ea
rly '80s
released in 1989 has been Mixalot's previous albums if when
they
certified gold. MackDaddyis they were anything like this were
good.
the first release on his new one I have just proyed the This stuff is
label and his third album to exception to the rule. de fi n
it ely SirMulot blU.r trIdIln that ring for food
date. The first single off Mack headed
for If heexpects to beliving off of hisalbum.
Being from the East coast Daddy is "One Time's Got No Hicksville
, as in the hillbilly just previous to their present In fact, I feel that this
is the
one has to get used to the Case.- It should have been areas o
f the country. If you success. Rick Rubin just isn't mostrealisticexp
ressionofthe
accents ofWest coast rappers named one man has. no skills. like 2 L
ive Crew you will,like as smart as he was when he inner-cityexper
ience. Butthis
like Sir Mixalot. But, before The first line of verse on the thiscut
. Itconsistsoftheusual was at Def Jam or maybe he sad attempt
of portraying
one can begin to make the cut is ~t's the man you love to girls, g
irls, girls and I'm the was and that's why he left. oneself as a p
imp has me at
commitment to break this hate- and nothing could be mack
rap. The effect Coming straight out of odds with the
whole Mixalot
language barrier one must be further from the truth. It goes WHAC
K!!! Seattle???' There is definitely mind set.
The continual
interestedenough.tocareabout on to describe- Mixalot's ~res
tofthealbumispretty something wrong with this emphasis on
material goods
what the artist is sayingin the . experience of being harassed much .
like these two singles, concept when it comes to Hip- throughout th
e album sends a
first place.' Unfortunately for·· .- -by the-police while driving one not wor
th Iistening~ if s.~ck. Hop Music. ~eremust be a negative mes
sage to both
Mixalot his latest album ofthe manyexpensivecarsthat onade
sertislandwithtbisone strange concept- of time in - children and' adults. The
doesn't warrant the effort. All he is constantly mentioning tape.
Look at it this way you Seattle, Washington because message tha
t life is all about
of the music was done in his thatheowns. One would think would
n't have music on this Sir MiXalot is stuck in the money and c
ars isn~t one that
new home studio and that is ·that after touring with the island
but you would have' 1970's. In this day and age of -needs to b
e glamori%ed'
e~~~ !Vh!_~ i! should have groups that he has he would plenty
of dental floss. I was politieaJly and socially aware anymore. Wea
lreadyhavekids
stayed. Tne compositions"are ... ba~e--tom-e'--UP widt a bet;ber--- surpri_~ that Del
American ,---Rap-ar.ti8ts it amazeS.JDe_that kil1!gg,~hotheroverjewe
lry,
uninspiring. The lyrical effort than this, something Rec:ord
ings had anytlling todo 'mieeottldeapttalizeonthiskind- clothinganddrUgs(wlrlchtlley
content is comical, at best, sbouldhaverubbedoffon bini, with M
ixalot but then I of image with a clear see as the easy
way to obtain
thoughitwasn'tdesigned tobe NOT!!! The lyrical style remem
beredthattheydropped conscience.llikegangsterrap money to buy
other so-called
~ a comedy album. The approechesthatoftheaversg~
the GetoBoys from their label morethan theaveragelistener. high status i
tems). Thenextto
..... -'<:'::"\ilt ·~'·;~·:.f·:. las
t thing that the general
;::~:nI .:' .... "., '.. >.~:.,..::: public needs is more worthless
":"-.c . ,;;~:;:::·:·<1, ... : ..:: ..,:.._.. ,:~ clutter on the record shelves.
". ":','.,:'" ':::))\;:. ~: ~.. The last thing we need is more
., ••••• •: •• 'X <i worthless huggy-bear (the
pimp from StarskyandHutch)
who can't rap serving as an
example for our people.
1
withartisticereativity.Shebas
refused to continue with a
winning formula, but has
effortlessly made the slight
transition in her music. that
may finally, after three
nominations, garner her a
Grammy award next year.
For the record:
.:. .
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Introducing
Rankin's New LSAT Premium Program.
lu-t because somethmg has been obtain the highest possible s
core so
,1:-0und tor a long time doesn t that you can get i:HO the b
est law
rieccs sanlv mean Its good. school. Because, as vou kn
ow.
The Ronkin Educational Group IS graduating from la\~' school
doesn t
,1="1 innovanve company that has put guarantee a Job. You need
to
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.' ~' despair, the light as well as the
,dark, butneverdotheyattempt
to answer the questions they
raise.
"I would never profess to
know all the answers,"
Etheridge admits.
"2001," is a prime example
of these questions; a lyrical
message set against a funky
musical tune.
"We live in these years of
dark age and fear
Meet me in 2001."
Fear not early Etheridge
admirers, because there is still
plenty to celebrate for the
lone ly nights of severe
depression and heartache;
when only a good sad song will
suffice. "Dance Without
Sleeping," "The Boy Feels
Strange," and "Place Your
Hand," are all in some way
heart-wrenching tales of
anguish.
The prettiest song of the
album is ironically enough
without guitar. "The Letting
Go," a piano solo, is about a
broken""heart finding the way
tomend itselfandsay goodbye.
"But I can say Goodbye
Now that the passions died
Still it comes so slow
The letting go."
For Melissa Etheridge,
NeverEno.ugh is a step in the
growing process, one she feels
.i&e!:n-$ ·1- . A'''~;..$ XL.J. ¥ alsEtO it .... HasP_I. CA. e=
maturity, call it exploration,
but the new songs exhibit the
two extremes to Etheridge's
art. While overall a softer
album then'Braveand Crazy,
Never Enough has enough
courage and skill to refuse the
temptations ofconsistency, and
moves beyond the mellow
sounds.ofher debut L.P.
"I'm not 'approaching singing
the same way as before. I used
to putthefull rangeofdynamics
in every song," says Etheridge,
who now wants it to "stretch
across the whole album."
From song to song this is
evident, as seen in the first
track and single "Ain't it
Heavy," a hard driving rock
and roll tune about carrying
guil t aroundon yourshoulders.
"There's some things you
can't deny
What is it about this human
condition?"
This theme surfaces
throughout the lyrics on the
album. The new songs do not
limit themselves to the
trademark Etheridge subject
of heartache, but tend to ask
questions of where we are and
how we are doing as a society.
This music has a conscience
that moves past personal
suffering, and speaks"ln a
subtle political voice. The songs
are full of hope as well as
It cannotbe spread by:
donating blood, sharing food,
shaking hands, casual kissing,
& using public restrooms.
.HIV/AIDS virus is transmitted
throuqh: infected blood, semen,
vaginal secretions, & breast milk
CONDOM SENSE SAYS: j
.--------~----------------......._----------------------------------....;.ca
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Jean't Get Enough of 'Never Enough'
..
-!M':= eliese Etheridge's new album
N
~ explores new ground for singer







For hard core Melissa.
Etheridge fans, her new
compact disc Never Enough
is appropriately titled. The
third release in a young but
acclaimed career; Never
Enoughcombines someofthe
distinct sounds which are
Etheridege trademarks, and
some newer, more diverse
sounds, to create a music with
more maturity, courage, and
experimentation.
With her self-titled.debut
album in 1988, Melissa
Etheridge established herself
as anew, old-style musician
with a powerful acoustic sound
and soul searching lyrics.
Mostly the songs on that
album, such as "Similar
Features" and ~ke the Way I




and Crazy, Etheridge moved
into the arena of social issues,
lost past, and again the
sufferingheart. The music was
a bit sharper and harder, and
displayed new aspects of her
songwriting ability.
.Never Enough ·takes that
ability one step further. Call it
. ,
- . -----------
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made it into the top lOin
its first weekend.
1. Wayne's World




7. Stop! Or My Mom
WDI Shoot!
8. Medicine Man














rock earlier days to their
cutting edge 'pop formula of
today. /
Ifyou are looking for a good
place, to begin. following
Genesis, you need not go back
to the beginning, because
Abacab is the best place to
start.
-
that made.. it to the radio, like
the manic title track -Abaeab-
totheenigmatic-&epItDarlC'
make Abacab an album that
can appeal.to diverse tastes.
The song~an'on the
Comer- is a soft and sensitive
look at a lonely man whereas




form, Mike Rutherford, bass




"Paper'late" did not make
Abacab but was found on
Three Sides Live, and the'
bandalso released Genesis in
1983. Genesis contains the
hits"That'sAU: '11legal Alien,"
"Down By the Sea," and
"Taking It All to Hard»
Abacab is the perfect
Genesis album. The album
has touches of the bands art
us•a •»
Corner," and "Abacab- can be
heard daily on rock radio
stations and this work





by Genesis drummer Phil
Collinsandalsobegan the Phil
Collins "type- sound. :Bythis I .
meansongs thatcontainstrong
keyboard and hom' tracks like
"No Reply At All."
Abacab is a lively, vibrant








Abacab was Genesis' first
real taste of commercial
success in the United States,
though they had hits like
~sunderstanding"on 1980's
Dukealbum, and"FollowYou,
Follow Me," on 1978:7s ...And
Then 'l'here Were Three
record, Genesis had more of a
cult following and had not
carved out a niche in the
American music scene.
Abacab spawned four rock
radio classics and went
platinum for Genesis in 1981.
"No Reply AtAll," "Man on the
.,...• s •
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m I 8 you· arn.
Manpower is looking for students
interested in earning greatpay-
plus commissions. We offer
flexible hours. And valuable
training and business
experience. Plus free use of a
persomal computer. If you·re a
full-time student, Sophomore or
above, with at least a B average,
and are computer familiar,
Manpower needs you sa a
COLLEGIATE REP to promote
the sales of the IBM PersonalI
Systeml2 on campus.
For experience that pays. call
today.
Please call: Ms. Harris at (212)
307-1008
SPRING BREAK '92 DAYTONA
BEACH
Packages starting from $99
Guaranteed Lowest Price On
Campus
Space Limited Book Now!l
Toll Free Reservations
1-800-563-8747
Go With G.T.O. Tours
Photo courtesy of Broadway Theater
comes across as real slime.
Lea Salonga, who is a big
star in the Plrilippines, made
herdebutintheLondonversion
of "Miss Saigon." Salonga has
won. the Tony Award in "Miss
Saigon." Sean McDermottwho
worked in "Starlight Express"
as Rustyand-JoesphinJoesph
and The Technicolor
Dreamcoat," has his second
major leading role on
Broadway. The twphave great
chemistry and really come
across as ifthey are lovers.
The computer controlled
lighting. effects are incredible
and the .props are just as
magnificent, especially the
helicopter scene in which you
actually expect it to take off
and fly over head.
SPRING BREAK WITH
EPICUREAN TOURS!!!
Call today for your Spring
Vacation at The Oasis hotel in
Mexico. The Crystal Palace in
the Bahamas, The White Hall or
Marriott in Daytona Beach.
MANY OTHER hotel properties
are available.
1-800- 231-4-FUN and receives
$15 off when you mention this
. ad.
CRUISE JOBS
Cruise Lines -Now Hiring. Earn
$~OOO+ per month working on
cruise ships. Holiday, Summer
and Full-time employment avail-
able. For Employment Program




Earn FREE trips and CASH
Call CMI at 1-800-423-5264
Bargains on new IBM -
compatibles. XT complete
system - $385. Includes 20 MB
hard drive, 640 K, software,
floppy. monitor. etc. One year
guarantee. Low Prices on other
systems. Call (212) 255-3691.
$2500 NOW AVAUABLE!!!




MONEY WAITING FOR YOU
(WHICH NEVER HAS TO BE
PAID BACK) REGARDLESS OF
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time into the music as they did
the staging it would have been
great. The best songs were
sungby the Engineer and they
were ClH You Want to Die in
Bed" and "The American
Dream" which is the best song
in the musical. The only other
song worth remembering is
"The Movie in My Mind" sung
by Kim and the cast.
Even though the songs are
lyrically sub-par, the music is
good and the singing is
excellent, especiallythree-time
Tony award winner Hinton
Battle, -who appeared in
"DreamGirls," -nteTapDance
Kid-' and "Ain't Misbehavin~"
. Francis Ruiviver is also'
excellent as the conniving,
money hungry Engineer who
sean IIcDennott andLM Salonga In a scenefrom ·Ma SaIgon·
The plot than moves to
Bangkok where The Engineer
is still hustling and hoping to
gettothe states using Kim and
Tamas his ticket.
The play then moves back to
Saigon 1975 which is the most
exciting part of the play
because of the incredible
helicopterscene which I willgo
into later. This is when' the
separation that takes place
between Kim and Chris is
explainedandisone ofthemost
exciting scenes in the play.
The play climaxes in
Bangkok 1978 because this is
where Kim and Chris have an
explosive reunion and Chris
finally gets to meet his son.
'"Miss Baigon" is a technical
marvel ofa musical-and if the
producers had put as much
•
20
_____. __ __ _ _ .41'
en
iNear .'Miss'
~ By Rafael A. Martinez toabandon Kim duringtbe fall
~ •A play, I don't want to see a of Saigon. -The reason Chris .
~ pla)"'Isaidwhenticketswhere leaves Kim behind is that he
.~ thrust into myhands for~s cannotleave the UnitedStates
ta Saigon.- I had never seen a Embassy topickher upat their
:E Broadway musieal before and Saigon apartment.
the idea of reviewing one did The next scenehas us in 1978
not appeal to me, so I flatly Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon)
refused. Unfortunately, the where Kim's betrothed Thuy ,
personwhoacceptedth.e-tJ·~~~~LSOIeuv.la),a ComrnisSar,has
originally, who will remain been searching for her with
nameless, backed out at the the help. of the now
last minute and I en~ up-m-ainwa.shed" Engineer.
doing the review anyway. So Tragedy strikes when Thuy
here it goes! finds Kim and discovers that
"Miss Saigon- is a ~adame she has a son from the
Butterfly" type love story that American - Chris. She
takes place in 1975 Vietnam subsequently kills Thuy in
andthenlaterin1918Thailand order to protect her son Tam
and then later still 1978 and then is forced to flee to
America. ~ss Saigon- is a Bangkok with the Engineer's
tale ofunrequited love, Amer- help. Their plan was simple,
Asian children, murder and find Chris. The Engineerknew
greed. that the boy was Chris' son
The story is about Kim (Lea and thought there would be no
Salonga) and Chris (Sean problem getting tbe kid to the
McDermott) who meetand fall United States, once Chris was
in love in Saigon bar where found.
Kim works as a bar girl. Chris Act II, which is much better
is a disillusioned marine who than the slow paced first Act,
is due to ship out of Vietnam has the action split between
when his life changes and he . theUnitedStatesand Bangkok
meets the virginal Kim. The in 1978 and Saigon in 1975.
two are brought together by The scene in the 1978U .SA. is
the shady Engineer (Francis a reunion between John and
Ruiviver)whorunsthebarand the now married Chris. John
John (Hinton Battle), Chris' who is now working as an
buddy. investigator for a group that
Kim and Chris get "married" helps Amer-Asian children
in a Buddhist ceremony and informsChristhathehasfound
live together while Chris tries Kim in Bangkok. Chris is now
to getKim back to the states to torn between his bye for Kim
live with him. The plan and his blond hair and blue-
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AB R H BI
3 1 1 0 ~-
4 0 0 0
2 0 1 0
4 0 0 0
4 0 1 1
2 0 1 0
3 0 1 0
3 0 1 0
3 0 0 0
28 1 6 1
001 5030-9
1000000-1
H R ER BB SO
5 1 0 3 1
1 0 0 0 3
9 6 6 2 2
2 3 .0 4 'r ..0 - .- ..... - ~. . - . -.-.. _~ ._-
3 0 0 1 0
AS R H BI
4 1 1 1
4 0 3 1
3 o· 0 1
4 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
0'- 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
2 1 1 0
0 0 0 0
2 1 1 0
1 0 O· 0
28 3 6 3 -,
101 0800-10
00003004
AB R H BI
3 2 1 1
·3 1 1 1
2 2 2 0
4 1 3 3
4 0 0 0
3 1 1 1
4 1 0 0,
4 1 1 1
2 1 0 0
29 10 9 7
~ Baseball-·Stats-- _. . ... -'..--
















E- Rivera, Grossman, Perniciaro, Lonergan 2, Crombie. DP- Baruch 2. LOB-






























E- Rivera. Barrow, Pena, Perniciaro, Lonergan, Overtan. Dp· 811rud11. LOB-
Baruch 7, CS17. 28- Vasquez 2, Rivera. 38- Laieta. S8- Laieta. Lonergan 2-
Sundback. SF- LasaHe. . ..' '.
CSI IP H R ER BB so
Ryan W 6 6 3 3 2 8· : ~ ::
CoakI8y ·1 '0 0 0: . 0 9
Baruch
Bender L 4 6 7 3 2 0
~ .. 2 '2 3 0 . 1· ' 2~ ... espo .
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HDme g~me~ are played at





* Cooper Union's match will also be played at NTC..
groundingouttoshortstopJoseRivera.
Baruch's lone run came in the first
inning. Zurita reached on an error.
Followinga walkto Riveraarid a strike'
out to Barrow he scored on a single by
Dante Aubain.
Ingame twoagain the startingpitcher
did a fine job until, this time Mike
Bender tired in the fifth inning. In the
first four innings Bender allowed one
run on just two hits.
In .the fifth Liate started the inning CSI
By David A. Amir byflyingouttorightfield. ThenRychter Baruch
On March 14the Baruchcollegemen's reachedon an error. Lonergan singled
baseball team opened their season and Vasquez doubled. On the double
against the always powerful College of Rychterscored. Wakie groundedout to
Staten Island. first baseman Sean Barrow and
The game was played on a very cold Sundbaek singled scoring Lonergan.
and windy day. . Jimmy Crespocame in toreliefedMike CSI
In game one, starting pitcher Alfie Bender.' He hit Siep. Then Crespo Crombie W
<n:tadidafi~ejobun:tillri~~dstarted surrendered a single to Perrotta scor-
tojet frozen m the fourthmning, In the ing Sundback. He walked Overton ~aldey
first three innings Orta allowed just Then leadoffhitter h;t a triple scoring 0 ruch. In th· ,r h ...'wh. ~-ll . ... ~T rta L 3
onerun., ~ _ e .1.0~ _e~ea:.JlI>aung I.~'-,-~~Siep, P~·and.:Overton. .._Th~n-'::..Qidasuano.::. -~ .. ~2 213 ..
apart...Befo~e relief pltche~ !Tank ·Ryc~ter l"~hed again on an errorand Fanue'e _ .1· 1/3
Cal~o~~y .u> come.'ln and . Crespofina11y ended the inningby get-
end the mm~Orta-4AllT~fiw. . ti.igb,ne.ipnUtg"ltttmd0Ut.to-Bsnuw•..
~~ five hits-~. pltcbed2' ·Crespo· pitched' .amueh better -sixth.
213 rnnmga before~shad got cold and Vasquez· hit a single before Crespo
Pete Fanuele came In. .. struck .out Wakie, Sundback and get-
Baruch wash~ldtoonerun ?n SIXhits ting Siep to ground out.. CSI
by CSfs star p1~h«:rCnsnble.. Nelson Garcia pitchedan almost per-
In ~he fourth IDDmg, Lead.oft'hitter feet seventh. On his first pitch Siep
Walde, orCSI, reached OIl a 81~le.. He .popped· out. On his second pitch
advanced tosecondbase~nawfldpiteh Perrottagroundedout. Then Overton
and then scored on a single ~y walked and Castillo POpped out.
Sundback, whostolesecond. TeenSeip . ingame twoBaruchscoredthreeruns.
and Perrots walked. Overton singled all of them came in the fifth inning.
scoringS~dback. F?l1owi~that was Baruch~tfourco~tivehits. Mark
another Sln.gle by Laiet8: which scored Ersckoff singled, Frank Perniciaro
Overt:an Sel~. At that poInt Calasuano. singled. Washington Zurita doubled
~elngettingRychtertof1yout,walk- scoring Ersckoft: Jose Rivera singled,
mg Lonergan and also got Vasquez to sc,.oring Perniciaro. Steven lasallehit a
fly out.. sacrafice fly to score Rivera.
. l~ the--seventh Fanuele surren.m:red-- Althoilgnttne-score-doesn't'retle-ctit Baruch
a SIngle to D'AquilaandRoC~hit Into Baruch for a while played a prettygood
a double play. Laita r:ached on an game. In the second game Baruch
error, Hedderman SIngled and surrendered just three earnred runs.
Lonergan closed out th.e inning by The cold weather was a major factor.
CSI
AB R H BI
laieta LF 5 1 1 '1
Rychter18 4 0 1 1
~ Hedderman 18 1 0 1 0
"
Lonergan 55 3 1 1 0
~. VasquezRF 4 1 1 2
Walia DH 3 2 3 0
1 SundbackCF 3' 1 3 01
1 Siep38 3 1 0 0-.
~ . PerrottaC 2 1 1 1
r,
D'Aquila C 1 0 1 0.~
Overton 28 2 1 1 2
Rocha 28 1 0 0 0




















rate legal bills are on the rise.
BusinesaW'«k'.artic1eprojec:ts
the feefing'ofJesse E. Clark)
the clerk ofthe federal courtin .
Houston, Texas. For Clark,
the report says, the increased
eft'ort·to nail dope dealers has
meant one thing: His court is
in crisis. Business is paying
the price, the article contin-
ues. Endless delays causedby
the criminal crush and foot.
dragging by counsel in civil
suits is bOOsting corporate
Alnerica~salready·berty·legal
bill. Companies now spend
almostasmuchonoutside law-
yers-averaging$2.25million
annually- as they do on reo
search and development, said
a 1989 Louis Harris & Associ-
ates survey, As an illustra-
tion, Business Week refers to
.the ~ssed Trials": Daniel
Hedges, a partnerinHouston's
Porter & Clemens, tells of a~
$60 million product-liability
suit he filed in 1984againstan
Ohio industrial designer.. As
criminal matters came up
(drug-related) the judge
bumped four trial dates. ~ev­
ery time, we had to get all the
witnesses together to review
the material," Hedges says,
each time costing about
$250,000. "Finally, the client
gave up." In late 1988, the
parties 'agreed to arbitration
whereHedges'clientwonabout
$1 million -well bellow the
disputed amount and the
"multimillions" that Hedges
had envisioned.
~ Continued N~t Issue.-










% of ~et Assets .
(March :3 L 1991)
age to public image, etc.- are"
related tolost productivity; .4)
When compared to drug-free
workers, abusers have'50 per-
cep.tgreaterabsenteeism,more
accidents and more claims for
workmen's compensation.
In an article from the July
1990issueofBlackEnterpri8e,
Dr. Kenneth A. Rivers, a Chi-
cago-based psychiatrist-and
foundingmemberofthe Ameri-
can Academy of Psychiatrists
in Alcoholism and Addictions,
assertedtbat-drugabuseeosts
U.S. corporations approxi-
mately $100 billion a' year'.
Dr. Rivers continued, "drugs
in the workplacemeansa slow-
down in production time,
greater absenteeism, an in-
crease in medical insurance
andahigher-ineidenceoftheft".
There are other areas where
illegal drugs havean economic
effect as well. In a special
report, Black Enterprise cov-
eredthe worksofSterlingJohn-
son, who, as head of the Office
of the SpecialNarcotics Pros-
ecutor(OSNP), commands 70-
plus attorneys and controls a
$12 million budget. Johnson
hasa recordofmore than7,000
tried cases a year, an average
of 19.2 cases a day, and still
keeps fighting an endless war
on drugs.
Busi1USJJ Week in its March
26, 1990 issue reported the
problems that the Federal
Courts are facing with the in-
creasingfillingsofdrug-realted
cases pushing aside the civil
dockets, and as a result, corpo-














from the International Jour-
nal of Advertising Shaheem
Bomafromthe College ofBusi-
ness.Ball StateUniversity, IN,
refers to the illicit drug indus-
try as perhaps one of the fast-
est-growing industries in the
U.S. Bomareferred to the lack
ofinfonn~tionto.theconsumer
(the addict), the safety factor,
and its consequences. Borna
states that the .drug prohibi-
tion policy makes the flow of
information between the dis-
tribution channel members
and the consumers very ineffi-
cient. The cost of this ineffi-
ciency to both drug users and
societyasa whole is very high.
Bornaillustrateshis pointwith
the follO;wing data: 1) The cost
of a single drug abuser is
greater 'than $7, 261 borne
annually by employersofdrug
abusers; 2) More than 50
percent of all industrial acci-
dentsarerelated todrugabuse;
3) 81 percent of all losses-
absenteeism, accidents, dam-
*'uh Quarter 1990 versus ~th Quarter 1989. The average earnings growth of the Fund's top ten holdings was 28.2%.
Source: AIM Distributors, Inc-
AIMWiingarten Fund's Top' Ten-Holdi'ngs· .
The Power of Earnings
-
ticle concludes that American
sales give cocaine dealers tax-
free profits of more than $95
billion (cocaine alone). In the
same article, the Economist
presents another set ofstatis-
tics, this time from a subcom-
mittee of the United States.
Senate in which the global
trade of illegal drugs is esti-
mated to be at $500 billion a
year. Relying on another esti-
mate byFortune, the subcom-
mitteereported that ofthe glo-
bal drug trade, about $300 bil-
lion was earned in the U.S.,
and about one-third of the
American drugs sales are of
cocaine, the other two-thirds
are from sales of other illegal
drugs-heroine, hash, opium,
marijuana, etc. This means
that the American cocaine
market is worth $100 billion a
year, which at $40,000 a kilo
retail, suggestsannual imports
of 2,500 tons of cocaine.
In another article, this time
22
Mutual Funds: A Smart
Choice for the Long Haul
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Nokes is a horse. Look for him
to improve on his 24 dingers.
The OF is full. "Barfield in
rightfield, Kelly in centerfield,
andTartabull inIeftfieldseems
tobelikely. Mel Hall will be
the DH and Kevin Maas w111
most probablybe dealt:. ~Forget
about BernieWilliams. There's
no room for him here.
Weakness - Do we have
enough space? ScottSanderson
is tine but he's no ace, Melido
Perez is their number2starter.
That says enough. The Yan~
kees big three young pitchers
J.eff " Johnson, ~Scott
Kamieniecki, and Wade Tay-
lor" will be in the rotation of
AAA Columbus. A basketball
team couldn't score enough to
make thisstaffwinners. Whose
at 3B? Don Mattingly has be-
come very ordinary. .
Rookies - Catcher John
Ramos hit .300 at AAA last
year and will back up Nokes.
Ed Martell went 13-6 at AA
last year and has a live arm.
Prediction - You don't need a
crystal ball to see this team
goingno where. Seventhplace. "
'Cleveland Indians
Strengths' - OF Albert Belle
is a slugger. When he kepthis
mind on baseball and not on
slugging fans, his numbers
were fantastic (.282, 28 HR's,
95 RBI, 123games). Thefences
were moved" in this year in
Cleveland. 2BCarlos Baerga
can hit(.288, 11 HR's, 69 RBI)~
CatcherSandy AlomarJr. still
hasn't shown what he can do.
Right handed pitcher Steve
Olin saved 17 gamesandseems
legitimate. SPCharles Nagy's
10-15 record could easily have
been reversed with some sup- .
port.
Weakness - The OF is empty.
WillJackAnnstrongregainhis
All-Star form or does he belong
in Cleveland? .Theirpitching
is slightly better than the Yan-
kees, which doesn't say much.
Rookies - 3B Jim Thorne has
drawn comparisons to Wade
Boggs. He hit .337 at AA. SS
Mark Lewis will be there for
years. Of Kenny Loften is a
blue chipper. The speedster
hit .308 and stole 40 bases at
AAAlast Year.
Prediction - If the kids play
wen expect a better brand of
baseball. AlbertBelle will have"
will shine. Fifth place.
DR: Double Header
All home games are played at
Gil Hodges Field, Brooklyn, NY
Avenue Z and Shell Road.
fielders John Jaha (.344, 30
HR's 134 RBD and Jim Tatum
(.320, 18 HR's, 128 RBD lit up
AAlast season andean't be too
far off.
Prediction - Either they will
be very good or very bad.
Fourth place.
Detroit Tigers
. Strengths - Cecil Fielder is
incredible. He hit more than
90 HR's in two seasons. ssi3B
Travis Fryman is a future AlI-
Star~ At age 23 he hit.259 with
21 homeruns and drove in 91
runs. Tony Phillips, Mr. Do-it-
all popped 17 His. "Over the
hill," 2B, Lou Whitaker hit '23
HR's and 78 RBI. Starting
pi tcher (SP) Bill Gullickson
won 20 games and don't think
it was a fluke. He has won at
least 10gameseveryyear, even
though he was on bad teams.
Catcher Mickey Tettleton was
awesome (.263, 31 HR's 89
RBI).
Weakness - Who's in the OF?
Who's in the rotation?
Rookies - IF Scott
Livingstone will play all over.
StartingpitcherGregGohrhas
a great curveball and win get a
chance to make the staff.









McDonald ever reach his po-
tential? A2Bwhocanhitwould
be desirable.
Rookies - Starting pitcher
Mike Mussina is supposed to
be right there with McDonald.
Art Rhodes is a hard throwing
lefty starter who rings up Irs.
Prediction - This team win
hit. And, if McDonald blos-
soms with Mussina this group
could be the surprise of the
league. Second place.
Milwaukee Brewers
Strengths -Bill Wegman (15-
7, 2.84 ERA), Chris Bosio (14-
10, 3.25 ERA), and Jamie
Navarro (15-12, 3.92 ERA)
form a nice startingcore. Doug
Henry came from now where
to save 14 games last year.
Paul Molitor had a great year
(.325, 18 HR's, 91 RBI) as did
OF Greg" Vaughn (.244, 27
HR's, 98 RBI). Catcher 'B.J.
Surhoff finished strong and
knocked in 68 runs.
Weakness - At age 37, can a
healthy Robin Yount be ex-
pected to have a better year at
the plate. Who plays 2B? Will
Gary Scheffield ever become a'
player? Will Ted Higera ever
get healthy? Free agent flop
Franklin Stubbs should try
another sport. .
Rookies - Lots of them.
FlamethrowerCal Eldred went
13-9 and stuck out 168 in 29
starts at AAA last year• .In-
.Ticker
Lets take a break from the
joking and laughing and get




Strengths - Where do I be-
gin? The outfield is loaded.
Joe Carter is a stud. His num-
bers speak louder than words
(.273,33 HR's, 108 RBI 20 SB).
Devon White won a gold glove
for his spectacular play in cen-
ter. 3."he Manhattan native
finally putup the numbers that Boston Red Sox
so manythoughthecould. First Strengths - The best pitcher
baseman (IB) John Olrud is in baseball is a "good start. "
someone to watch. He came to Roger Clemens isan automatic
the majors straight from col- 15-20 wins. Newcomer lefty,
lege, so you know he will im- FrankViolastill has savvyand
prove. Second baseman (2B) returns to the American
Roberto Alomar is a gem. The " League where" he was always
gold glove winner can do it all effective. Viola takes some of
offensively. the heat offofClemens. Third
The pitching staff is equally baseman (3B) Wade Boggs
asgood, SouthpawJimmy Key slipped a bit by hitting only
anchors a staffwith newcomer .332. Sophomore Phil Planti er
Jack Morris. Morris is fresh can hit. In 53 Games he put up
off his Wortd Series MVP per- sorne impress-ive' nurn be-rs ""
forrnance. "Sophcmore Juan "" f33( 11 HR~s, '35 "RBI).2B"
Guzrnan(lO-3.2.99ERA),Todd JodyReed is under rated, yet
Stotlemyre (15-8), and David he is one of the all around best
Wells (15·10) round out the at his position.
mound COrPS. Could it be any Weakness -Is OF Ellis Burks
better'? Dave Stieb should be oyer his back problems? His
healthy sometime soon. Tom .251 average last year waster-
Henke, Duane Ward, Mike rible. OF MIke Greenwell
Timlin win rack up saves. stopped hitting the long ball,
Weakness - Catcher (C) Pat ringing up only 9 dingers in
Bordershas been a disappoint- 544 AB's. At age 37 can stop-
mente After a 17 HR rookie per JeffReardon save another
campaign, he was relegated to 40games? SSisasbigaholeas
platoon withGreg Myers. Kelly the rest of the rotation. How
Gruber must come back from long before Jack Clark gets
his hand ailments and handle injured?
the ~o~ comer. Rookies - Scott Cooper rnay
Rookies - ShQrtstop (8S) Ed_!tang on as Boggs' caddie and
Zosky should be the starter on Tim Naehringwill get another
openingday. He plays defense chance at SSe
much better than Manny Lee. Prediction - Too many ques-
Outfielder (OF) Derek Bell tions and not enough answers.
had a great year atAAA(.346, Third place.
13 HR's, 93 RBI, 27 SB) and
shouldgetevery chance to play
leftfield (LF).
Prediction . You need a mi-
croscope to find any flaws in
this team. First place.
BaltiDiore Orioles
Strengths - MVP Cal Ripken
was too good to be true (.323,
34 HR, 114 RBI). With a
healthy Glenn Davis hitting
Behind Cal, the tandem could
be awesome. Remember, Davis
hit 30+ HR's in the large As-
trodome. CatcherChris Hoiles
is a player with some pop.
Third baseman LeoGomez can
be a star, 16 homeruns in half
ayear. Designatedhitter(DH)
Sam Horn hit23 HR's in 317 at
bats (AB). Leadoffhitter Mike
Devereaux (.260, 19 HR's, 59
RED also plays good defense. "
\ Relief piteher Greg Olson is
one ofthehestandthere should
be plenty to save.
Weakness - Will Ben
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